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Communication is answer to  probl,ems 
by Linda Purscfike, Watp0n, chairman and about what. he felt is Watson said the lack of decisions affecting' their would like to  see corn- past experience, as 
ehi~ executive officer for necessary to encourage communication between operat ions without panics develop what he president" of :Pacific and statistical 
"Over • the years, 
Canadians have : : 
demonsirated a capacity 
to step up to the challenge 
under diff icult.  c i r -  
cumstances. If we can get 
government, labor, and 
indu~trlos, corn- i 
municating we will' do it 
aga in . "  + 
With'tSose words, Don 
5555 TAXI 
Cadad ian  CeHu!ose eeonomie...a'nd social 
.Company closed a speech ~owth. in Canada'. " 
to,0ver 170 Jay.eeesat the 
Jaycees Annual Awards .We need a better us-  
Presentation luncheon, derstanding of 'our goals 
held Friday afternoon in for government, :labor, 
theTerraeeHotel:  and.. indust ry , - '  SafiJ 
• +' ' - Watson• ,There 's  , a  
Asguest speaker to the crying need f0 r  corn- 
.luncheon, Watson • munieatLon ,-between 
outlined his business' employee, employer, and 
philosophy, and talked government.- 
.+., • (1978 'LTD.) 
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i 
management ~d em- 
ployees was at least 
partly the fault of 
management. 
"The attitudes of many 
.company leaders ,  and 
munagers are re~. ected, 
either conciously or 
• uneonciously in their day- 
to-day _,actions," Watson 
.-stated. "They plan, they 
announce - major 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
Volume 73 NO. 103 " 
having communicated to
the unions and all em- 
ployees at the pre- 
planning stage." 
- "They' constantly use 
as excuses for  shortfalls 
in performance the words 
'labor troubles'i" Watson 
cuntinued. "Some 
management people just 
insist.on confrontation." 
Watson stated, that he 
h 
termed "advisory 
committees • to. 
management", which .are 
composed o f  managers 
and employees wbo 
discuss company goals. 
Watson said in an in- 
terview after the speech, 
Cancel wast ry ing  to  
develop such committees 
now, and he said that his 
/ 
20C Monday, May 28. 1979 
about company history, 
Western Airlines, with background on sales and 
such committees, howed profits. 
the company.benefitted 
from usiiig the employees "We've been worki~lg 
'on-the-spot' exparienee, feverishly to enhance the 
Watson also said tn the labor ,environment and 
speech companies should 
spendmore 
timedeveloping orien. 
tation programs for~new 
'employees, which would 
give the employee details 
enrich the lives of our 
employees," said Watson 
in the interview. "It's a 
long, hard grind, but we 
hope we're getting 
there." he concluded. 
Rupert Steel i Salvap 
,Ltd. 
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Clark  Howard's win 
met by now secured cheer Of f i c i -q l  + tsbu la t lons  7,193 votes ;  Howard  got  
; from ' the , provincial 7,561; David McCreery, 
• S returning office show that the Independent got 197 
, • C~rll Shelfo~t, former • and Dave Ser~ th~ other 
OTTAWA .'(CP) -- Joe 
Clark was greeted by hua- 
dreda of. cheering 
Progr.nsslve Conservatl~es 
at the airport Sunday as he 
made a triaml~hant return to 
the capital where he will be- 
come prime minister aweek 
today. , 
In a brief speech from atop 
a luggage counter, Clark 
pi'omtsed a government-that 
"would keep in toflch" With 
the citizens it represents~ 
• He underlined the pledge 
by taking three airplan~ to  
• gefto Ottawa from ,Jasper, 
Alts., where he has been 
since Tuesday.'s election 
discussing the, .transition'. of
' . q~i i~u,s ,  ta~rm:,  aUmi~Us- ~ 
' ',+ '~ ..+, :tlt~fl~ his:oWn; :: ~,:: ':; ~:= :,'~ ,.
Clark Sold'he took ~m- 
' merelal.fllghts, 'tur~ing 
down atripon a government 
jet, toshow he wanted to 
a government: that Was 
neither aloof nor. isoiaged. 
Surrounded by about two 
dozen Conservative winners 
-- and one or two losers ,= he 
told the crowd hewas "ready 
to get to work . " .  
"Our work together has  
Just begun," he said to 
cheers of "Joe, Joe, Joe." 
".We have'a country to 
unite, and a country to build 
-- and we ure going tO do 
that," • '  " 
Clark's government is to 
be sworuinJune 4 when he is 
expected to name his 
cabinet. 
Among those gree:ting 
Clark were potential cabinet 
members including John 
Fraser, in llne for the tabor 
portfoloio, Walter Baker, 
party House leader in':the 
last Parliament, and Ja~nes 
MeGrath, party social ! af, 
fa~ critic, 
Clark was accompanied by 
his wife, Maureen Mcteer, 
but  left their daughter 
Catherine with a babysitter 
outside when they saw the 
crowd pecked into the ter- 
mieal building, ' ' 
Two •Ottawa-area Con- 
servatives beaten in "the 
election -- Jean Pigott and 
Robert de Cotret-- also were 
there to greet Clark, who 
said he hoped they would 
continue to work for the 
par.lrty. ' + 
. Asked whether she 
planned to return to her 
bakery business, Mrs. Plgott 
smiled and nodded, Shesaid 
do Cotret, former he~d of the 
Conference Beard in Canada 
but now unemployed, could 
give her a 'hand if he wanted, 
to, 
Clark, looking fit and 
tanned front his week in the 
mountains, wore a casual 
tan suede jacket over a sport 
shirt. 
l 
Social Credit MLA has Independent got 83 votes• 
los t  his seat to F rank  Final tabulations how 
Howard, of the New . that Shelford got 25 votes 
Democratic Party by 368 at the advance poll an- 
votes. 
Shelford, who did not senteego ballot and Howard 20 votes. Shelford got 
concede l the" defeat  on .  8-1fustier Section 117 for 
election, : night,: was absenteein the riding and 
unavailable for comment Howard got 78. Sheiford 
at press, time. He is still go t  125 for ,ahsentee 
busy with his ,duties as outside the riding and 
minister of agriculture. Howard got 149. Slielford 
Tl/e final totals show got 11 under Section 80 
that Shelford reeei~,ed and Howard got 13 votes. 
Talks break down 
NegotiatiOns between the Firefighters Association 
andthe District, of Kitimat have I~roken down. 
: ~ 'Ne~[o~|¢~i~smet  Thursday and failed to come 
In fact,, municipal manager Ben De Klelne said 
Friday that negotiators are so far apart in their 
proposals that further meetings are useless. 
"We have agreed to apply to the labor relations 
board l i ra  mediator," De Kleine said. 
Association president Harvey Rogalsky said Friday 
that the city has offered the association a "package". 
Rejection of any part of the package was not ac- 
• ceptable to the district's negotiating team, Rogalsky 
said. 
• "The district is not willing to negotiate,,' he said. 
Rogalsky said the municipality has not offered any 
raise in salaries and refuses to discuss manpo.wer 
levels . . . . . . .  
• The association and the district are involved in a i 
long-stunding dispute over manpower cuts in,the 
" department " " " . . . . .  i Lieutenant-Governor Bell-h;ving pins Kermodie bear pin on his wife in.Terrace. The'association's contract with the city expired i 
February  20. 
Jaycees, ' Nishga play hosts He still.gets'his. 
' STRATFORD, .Ont. (CP) after he won the $1 million 
by Linda Purachke by. the Nishga tribal I rv ing recounted his time herring, roe. because we Canada everything from --Bob Wright won $r million and began collecting jobless 
council ,  featured a wide spent in the Kincolith didn't know how to jackrabbits " to in a Provincial ottery draw benefits while his winnings 
Lieutenant-Governor range of' traditional area in the thirties, and' .prepare it. Now we'do," petroleum," said Gosnell. on New Year's Eve but he were accumulating interest. 
Bell-Irving and his wife Nishga delicacies, and commented on the exotic he concluded: "I think that's a better still collects a $220 unem. " He said the company 
were among the several was enjoyed, by close to . variety of food. James Gosnell, a well- deal  than Bennett of- ploymeat insurance cheque wanted to switch him from 
dignitaries who attended two hundred Jaycees !'It's thefirst time I've known native leader, on fered. He only gave away every two weeks, day. work to shift work 
the Jaycees ' Awards from across the province, eaten sea lion or herring behalf of. the Nishga five shares." "I've paid Into it every beginning at midnight. 
,, time I started working and I Revenue Canada . Banquet which was held roe, said Bell-lrving." people commented on the figure I have something spokesman Stephen Gow, i 
at the Terrace Arena on In a Short speech "We entertained the Nishgahopes for a land Following the dinner comingback tome," Wright, said Wright can continue 
Friday evening at 6:30 'thanking' . the Nishga Japanese ambassador at claims settlement,. ' and speeches, the a 55-year-old former forklift 
p.m.  • "We collecting unemployment The banquet, sponsored people and the Jaycees Government ' House but can offer the Jaycees made several operator, saidSaturday• insuranee heneflta s long as 
. for their hospitality, Bell- we couldn't give h im people of B.C. and of awards presentations. !'They won't stop charging be is quallfled• He ssid the $1 
Anoth  move madetoward me now solt's my turn to millionmakssnedifference start collecting back•" because it Isn't consider d ',1 , peace Wright  qn i t  hta job  the day  ineomeand ls tax . f ree•  
ELECT ION HELD 
About half the 2~0 eligible voters in Kitamaat 
Village turned out,to vote for a new band council 
Thursday• ~ 
Elected tea two-year term on council are: Kay 
Grant, Allen Hall, Cecil Paul, Ron Reece, James 
Robertson, Tom Robinson, Charlle Shaw, Red 
Smith and R0n~Snlith, 
Chief Heber Mbitland was elected by ac- 
clamation. . . . .  
Elected to a two-year term onthe Recre~ation 
Board are: Ray Gree,, 'Debbie Knight, Ron 
Raece, Clifford Snlith and Glen Smith. 
l l 
BEERSHEBA, ,Israel asthetwoleaders, jolnodby Buttes 'Ghali, Egypt's two conntrles are likely to and another wounded in the HE LEARNED 
(AP) ~-  Israeli Prime u.s. state secretaryl cyrus minister of state.for foreign limit t rave la t  f.irst to port city of Sidon, 40 kilo- 
Minister Mecachem Begin Vance, participated ina day affairs, insisted last .week government-sponsored • metres outh of Beirut. The 
o, o .e .o . , .  , , ,  , . .  exo, .n , . .  , .e ' ,  . , , ,  oomo, ' A LESSON Anwar Sadat proclaimed the mitry, . first In El. Arish, possible until next year: 
borders between their Egypt, then in Beersheba Begin chatted for ' 15 Ghali told a rePoiter after saidthe s lling.it k ew nothing about 
countries open Sunday and and later during a symbolic minutes Sunday with Sadat Begin's announcement that New resident William MeMenamon's 
Begin announced he will flight Over their respective in El Artah, 96 kilometres he did not know any details From E! Arlsh, turned ignorasce ofKitimat's geography landed him in 
release an , unspecified capita ls . .  ' ' west of here. Then, a short of the timing or how freely over to Egypt 'on Friday provincial court Thursday charged with con- 
number of Palestinian The proclamation of open time later, alongside Sadat people could cross, then after 12 years of Israeli sumption of liquor in a public place, 
prisoners to embellish the borders was a surprlse since and Vance, Begin told a huddledwitb'lsraeliForelgn occupation, the three of- 
'reality of peace with Egypt. ,crowd at city hail: ' Minister Moshe Dayan to fietals boarded a helicopter McMennmon took a case of beer into what he 
P S g "The president and I pro. work out the matter, and flew to this Negev thought was a wilderness area Arpll 21 and 
The announcement came a sen  er  claim here from El Arish Deserteityforbrleftulkson settled own on a large log to enJoy it. 
that the herders of Egypt In Lebanon, • officials Paleatinian self.rule in the Unfortunately, what he thought was' the great 
t i e ed reported aflftbdayoflsraeli West Bank of the Jordan north woodsturnedouttobePinta i lPark .  re  r v o, Egypt will be able to visit shelling of Palestlnlsn River and the (]aza Strip, He was fined $50 and given two weeks to pay. 
Israel and citizens of Israel guerrilla strongholds• They both Israel l .occupied 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  A will be able to visit Egypt." said one civilian was killed territories. 
SeaBus running bet~veen the Begin, who received a red. 
cltyandNorthVsncouver' carpet welcome ,rom Ruper t  civic strike is over made an unsc eduled tur- Egy tians in El Arlsh, ad- ) 
nsround in Burrdrd Inlet tied: "I will undertake steps . 
Sunday whenan unidentified io_ set free a number of , 
.~-year-old man apparently prisoners whose release Will PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. minlstratlve assistant, said involved in the major in- Members of the Canadian 
roped overboard/ not ,impair Israel's secur: (CP) -- The civic workers the sixweek strike by inside, des~ins of the area. They Union of Public Employees, 
A Sea-Bus Sp0ke~man said ity." He did not elaborate, strike in this coastal city in outslde'workers was minor are members of the United Local 105, began returning to 
the ferry was abou{ oneqhlrd The Egyptlan-lsraell northwestern British compared with whet could Fishermen and Allied work Saturday, ending 
of the way aeries the inlet peace treaty, signed March Columbia ended Saturday happen in months ahead, Workers Union and Pulp, garbage duty for city ad- 
after, leaving the North 26, calls for open borders with a warning that further Paper and Weedworkers of 
Vancouver termiml when beginning in January. labor disputes could soon Hewte was referring to up- Canada members employed 
the man was'  reported Although the leaders agreed affect the port. coming ,,egot,ation, in- st the Canadian Cellulose C ' t  3 
overboard. ' to speed up the process, the Gordon Howie, city ad- volvlng thousands of persons mill. O n o~ 
i 
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• hiS: ..--Now eat t 
• SEA'I'I'LE (AP) -- A 428- • ham, lettuce and tomatoes. 
footlong sandwich, believed "We just wanted to show 
to be the longest ever people that Alki is a nice 
aasembledin the world, was place.., lofts fun, lofts good 
devoured by more than 1,000 people," Waters said 
hungry people at Alki Beach Saturday. . . : ' .  
during the holiday weekend. Except for the sanuw~cn, 
Dan Waters, proprietor of the first day of Memorial 
Driftwood Dan's Sandwich Day weekend was like any 
Shopln West Seattle, other Saturday along the 
beach. Giris wearing shorts organized the 30 volunteers 
who slathered 26 gallons oL" 
mayonnaise on 214 loaves of 
end-to-end french bread and 
piled on mass quantities of 
cheese, salami, bologna, 
Lend a hand 
@ 
Keep Canada 
Beaut i fu l  . 
i 
rented skates. Guys cruised 
by in cars watching the 
rollerskaters. Older people 
sat on legs on the. beach and 
watched the activity. ' 
It also rained, to add a dis- 
tinctly Seattle flavor to the 
sandwich. 
The North Seattle Com- 
munity College Jazz Lab 
Band played sandwich- 
making music and a black 
mutt took care of the oc- 
• casional slice of salami that 
the wind blew to the ground. 
The sandwich, longer than 
some of the Washington 
State ferries crossing Puget 
Sound in the background, 
was planned to heat a 400- 
foot, 6 3.4-Inch-sandwich 
constructed four years ago in 
Boise, Idaho, Waters said. 
The sandwich was stieed 
into foot-long sections and 
given to the multitudes who 
dropped donatlous into an 
empty mayonnaise jar. The 
money went to the 
Providence Foundation of 
Providence Medical Centre 
which helped arrange the 
event. 
• . . - , . J ~ ,~: .~.~/ . ;~ ,~ 
, 
l / TER:HIS.50DAYS :l I N W$i,: F I :HE.IVON'T TRYAGAIN..[ birthday: E "IN"BRIE 
_ I~RTB.EESPOORT,,  ," Sunday, a large 'crowd as the, setting sun.ca.et .:fore :: ' i,.:, i: :::i:::i:: i,. :: . ::.! 
~oummrma (Ap! -  vemr stared, with curiosity, shadows on the  oust~ 
~nyman emengen from.,,: a wondenng how anyone could surrounding hills: : . 
s, uskepit.~.nda..y, a f t~ "..50 remain insidaS0days, "People whosayth issor t  :f ighter": ~:~~' ;o~~i  
?2t.g :;g"vW'ow":d ./ggg  th'2N  'do in i; h No: 
sheltered life," he said. ." l  very nervous I'd get bitten," 
ark to witness Snyman . 
a glass of. champagne 
• LOS AN~ELES'iAP).-- 'physicist, said Sundaythe -discomfort ''.. than an ac- 
Film legend .John .Wayne, West  cannot afford to:~<ddontandhadheen"greatly 
unconquerable on the'screen abandon ublonr power if IL/,~xaggerated" by critics. 
and now. battling cancer, .: hopes to remain pelitica]ly;:Y~:~!,W~ethe w st ~ reduce 
~elebrated his 72nd birthday ' mnepenaent. " " :. ~:/~!~US '.!pi~ogram /or nuilding 
Saturday With his family at ~': In:an Interview with WedLi i~dd~ar.plants because ofthe 
' German.  tele,/lalon;:!:-dectdant In 'Harrisburg. . it 
:the UCLA Medical Centre. Sakharov said the mishap at .'~vould result In .ia million 
iii!!! 
COLEMAN FUEL 
141 OZ. CAN 
Buy now and Save 
with economy size 
Coleman fuel, Great 
fo r  .camping trips. 
L IM IT  2 PER CUS- 
TOMER. 
' K mart 
~ • Sale Price 
~ .............. ~....,. ~,....: ................... ": ,,..: ............ : ....................................... 
.~ :i:i: :~,:~ ~: ~:  :~!:~ ~'i~ • ~:?~" i~:~: :! ~ ~!: i:i:!:i:~:! i ~:: ~:!:: i ~: !::: : : : i i~ i i :!.~::: ~i ! i :  
accepted a challenge and 
came out on top. 
."There Will be other thai- 
try to beat his World record. 
them ereeplng all over you 
and sticking their tongues in 
he said. 
The crowd trooped across 
lenges in the future but I'll 
President Anwar sadat got 
so involved with 
preparations for Sunday's 
summit meeting with Israeli 
Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin that he apparently 
forgot about his 30th w~ding 
anniversary. 
The Egyptian leader was: 
greeting Begin and other 
Israeli and U.S. diplomats at. 
his beach resthouse when 
Israeli Defence Minister 
Ezer Weizman approached 
and said that his wife, Roma, 
sent regards and best wishes 
on the' Sadats' wedding 
anniversary. 
sadat looked puzzled for a 
moment and then said:' 
"Fantastic." 
"You didn"t know?" 
Begin asked. "
never go hack int0.the snake 
Sadat is. ca'lg'iee hoarded bac'heler, wh0 
• ! .=  'maintained a serious conn.. 
; .  twnuh l , , - - rename throughout, could 
JLJtJL ¢~t q.~ 112U,~Jtq., hardly control a.wlde, happy 
EL ARISH," Egypt (AP)-- grin just seconds before he 
made his grand exiL 
He sat completely still 
with his hands clasped fir- 
mly "together,' turning his 
head' ever so slightly to"  
wptch the boomalangs curled 
around a tree stump behind 
him. 
His eyes oparided through 
his dark-rimmed glasses, 
despite an average four 
hours' sleep throughout the 
vigil. ". • 
He won eelebi~Ry 'status 
while breaking the 3&day 
record set in 1975 by a fellow 
South African, Trqvor 
Kruger, who died two weeks 
' later in an auto crash. 
Once Snyman broke the 
record, he decided to r~ in  
inside another two Weckd to 
protect Iris. title. 
"It's one thing to catch 
snakes "and another to have 
. A member of Wayna's pro, 
ductlon -rStaf|" sa id  that 
Wayne's family, Including 
his .seven children and 17 
grandchildren, held !a 
private gathering InWayne's 
ninth-Beor room . . . .  
Mea. nwhlle, President 
Carter siSnsd a bill Saturday 
authorizing a gold medal to 
honor Wayne, call l~ the 
actor a symbol..  Of "the 
American ideals of integrity, 
courage and patriotism." 
The congressional gold 
medal,-- one of0nly 84,-- 
was approved by Congress 
earlier this month. It will 
read: John Wayne- -  
American. 
• Phone calls from faes and 
friends poured In from as far 
away as the French Riviera, 
said hospital spokesman 
David Shirley. • Flowers. and 
cards also arrived for the 
hero of more than 200 
movies. 
28th & 29th Only • WhileQuantities Last * We reserve the right to limi! Quantities. 
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COMET POWDERED 
DISINFECTING CLEANSER 
Use comet with Chlorlnol 
on your stove, counter top, 
bathroomend more. LIMI T 
2PER CUSTOMER 
, K mer t  Regu ler  
-. List Price 1.48 
, K mart 
Special Price " 
tSe. Three Mi le Island tlmes:greater damage," he 
nuclear power plant near said. :
Whites pressure gov't 
JOHANNESBURG (AP) report and ,,accepted. In 
- -  Only two weeks after principle" by the govern- 
announcing its aeceptanceof ment two weeks ago. 
a plan to •ease iabc)rs laws "The bill constitutes a sub- 
and give black workers a stantlal blow to the unregls- 
break in the job market, teredunionmovemontanda 
South' Africa's white.miner, retraction o! many of' the 
ity government is backing rights enjoyed by black 
do~vn in the face of etiff workers under the previous 
dispensation," said Ales • opposition from white Erwi~ general secretary' of 
workers, the predominantly.black 
• Labor laws introduced in. Federation of South African 
parliament last week by the Trade Unions. 
ruling National Party would Liberal politicians joined 
sharply cm.tail .the union labor leaders in attaeklng 
Ights reforms proposed in the proposed legislation as a 
e much-heralded Wiehahn "backslide." 
your nese," said the new 
holder ~f the Guluness Book 
of World Records title for 
living with poisonous snakes. 
"There were times that I. 
closed my eyes and thought 
to myself, 'Now there' I go. 
This is it,'" said Snyman who 
could have died within 
minutes had he been hitten 
by any of his cellmates, 
Black mambns, puff ad- 
ders, Egyptian cobras and 
heomslangs slithered freely 
onto his bed and around his 
glass,walled cage at Hart- 
beospoort Snake Park, about 
64 kilometres northwest of 
Johannesburg. 
The 26-year-old South 
African carpenter, stayed 
n~otionless tl~ongh most of 
his stay, despite snakes 
winding themselves around 
his body. The need tO keep 
constant guard proved the 
most nerve-wrocking part of 
the exercise, Snyman said. 
When he finally stepped 
"into freedom at 5 p.m. 
. . '  
. ]  
iii~iii!!i 
BRAND 
SHAMPOO- 500 ml 
Value priced sham- 
poo leaves your. ,hair 
soft and silky. FUr a 
hair types. LIMIT 2 
pER CUSTOMER. 
K mart Regular 
List Price 1.37 
' K mart 
Special Price 
:•'... 
Pack 
WINDEX WINDOW 
FRESH IRISH GOOD NEWS CLEANER.20 oz. • CONVENIENT LOAF IN 
SPRING SOAP DISPOSABLE RAZORS sp,oo o,eao,.o, 8 OZ. TINS. 
Don't forget the Regular size 94 ,~L  ~,d IMk  Pack of 4 razors. ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ , -  Stock up now on ~ m 
grams. LIMIT 4PER n n • m LIMIT3 PACKS PER Windex ... for win- r I I  • "  ~o,,s m,r,or, a.~ im arm ~ ~e,~ous ,o.e, Loa, IM  " I A  
I I  i l~  glass.'LIMff2PER • • • • I ;  . , # l l i • m  Mak s great snack CUS3OMER. 7 M ~ I  p CUSTOMER. ' " ' l l .  "qP" CUSTOMER M - - q l ~  M M - - ~  
K mad ~ MB MM E" K mart BM i ~- -  - -  K mart Regular ~ ~ -- K mart m M ~ l ~  _ _ • . U I l eaCK List Price 1,44 U U I~a sale Price - " I ' M  Eacn  
V m • ~,mart~amertce '~ ,~ art Sale Price ~ ~  : - - .  BM. i m  i 
• Sa lePr ' ce~V • uaran ee Mon nded! 
Your Satisfaction G t d or ey Refu 
I II I 
New gov't ishows split 
SALISBURY (Rontc¢) --  
De.ep •.divisions surfaced • 
i Sunday'night in the gotefn- ment of National Unity 
which assumes ,powerthis 
week in ZimhabweRhodesln 
to end an era of white 
minority rule... 
The Zimbabwe African 
National Union (ZANU) 
faction of Rev. Ndabaulngl 
Sithole already is boycotting 
parllamont and cabinet o 
proteft alleged election 
rigging b~, the UANC. 
Bishops 
named 
VATICAN CITY (CP) -- 
Pope John Paul on .Suhday 
consecrated 26new bishops 
from 12 countries -- in. 
cluding Canada --  and 
stressed his special interest 
in the church in Eastern 
+Europe, 
The Pope, who leavm for 
Poland this week on the flint 
v~it~by~a~-A,~po~tiff to a. con~,~ 
manist Country, told'th~ ne:~e 
bishops he "could not talk 
abuiit each of their countries. 
"Time does not permit 
me," he said. "But .the' 
presence here of a bishop 
from Bulgaria gives me the 
welcome opportunity to 
address a particular thought 
to that noble nption, which 
has been Christian for so 
many centuries. 
• ."I  take this chance to send 
an affectionate greeting to 
all my brothers and sisters of 
the Latin "and Greek Rite 
churches there whol even 
though they are not many, 
• give testimony ofthe vitality 
of their faith." 
The bishops consecrated 
included Jean-Mar ie  
Lsfontaine, auxiliary of 
Montreal. The others are 
from the United States, 
Italy, Ethiopia, Sudan, 
Norway, Chile, L Brazil, 
Ntcarast~e, the Philippines 
and !n~a. 
The pontiff conducted the 
three-hour ceremony in St. 
Peter's Basilica before a 
crowd of 8,000. 
Medical • 
dilema 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  ChJna's " 
efforts to modernize and 
expand its medical facilities 
over the next 25 years to 
meet Western standards 
may he an impossible task, 
says a local surgeon Just 
returned from the Far East. : 
Dr..W.J. Keon, a leading 
heart specialist and chief' 
surgeon at the Ottawa Civic 
Hospital's cardiac unit, says 
the Chinese are Just now 
using equipment used'by 
surgeons here more'then 20 
years ago. 
"You have to truly admire 
the Chinese for what they 
have been able to ac -  
complish," he told reporters 
recently. "They hope• to 
catch up to the Western 
world in 25 years but they 
won't he able to." 
A major problem is the 
lack of qualified ressar. 
chars, tacilitl~s and 
teachers. 
"They are very good 
surgeons and technicians. 
But anyone who is gond k
over 40 years old." 
These between the ages of 
26 and 40 simply have no 
training or education since 
universities and  medical 
echoois were clmed during 
the turmoil of the cultural 
revolution when the Chinese 
leadership souRht o purify 
its ranks. 
Lieutenant-Governor 
• 
Bell-lrving.presentsNiki and Greg Sils with award for saving"a man 
Photo  Dy Ur iah  Gregg  
~'i V~'  : '~  . .  
minlstrator Petor Patullo 
and Howle'e duties as a 
watdmmn ndsewage pump 
inspector. , 
Their paychoquee will be 
thinner, but they say the end 
of the strike is. n)0re im-~ 
portant than the extra 
money they were paid to help 
keep the city going daring 
the dispute.' 
PatuHo and Howle were 
among 23 city staff members 
who dug graves, cut grass 
and tried to maintain 
essential services to this city 
of 18,000 residents, They 
were paid $25 an hour for 
their overtime efforts, 
compensation which union 
representetj,¢es 'crlfl.clzed 
darinui~.h~ finaPda~,s~df 4h~ 
One union member ac. 
sed city staff of prolonging 
e labor dispute to fatten 
Ruper t .  c iv i c  s t r i ke  , .over/ " " 
good service ' for' their There were sei, eral picket several aldermen cro6alng'/i: 
money," sa id  Gallam. line incidents' during the lines t0get into city hall had 
"There reallywasn't that 'd i spute - -a tone  point to waik through gai'buge :, 
happy to give up the extra 
hours and 'extra Jobs to 
regular union employees. 
The payments were appur- 
entiy suggested by Lestor 
ond Patullo, the city's 
negotiating team, and were 
approved by.  counc i l  
members, although no 
formal vote was ever taken. 
'I~ster said the payments 
c~st he city up to $38;000 a
week early in the dispute, 
but . decreased as 
management streamlined 
their Income. operations . . . . .  
,Why Would they seriously ' While'city staff made the 
negotiate if they're collec~ extra $~ an hour, a figure 
ting that kind of money?" he reached after calculating a 
asked. ' - • double-hourly rate for  
However, Gord GaIlam, middle management 
acting fo r  Mayor Peter ~alaries, union workers 
Laster, who wu out of the received $65 a week in strike 
city When the union voted 81 
per cent In favor of accepting 
the new twoycer agreement, 
said services had to go on 
despite .the strike. 
"The people got a pretty 
much inconvenience, xcept 
for the garbage." • ~ " .~ 
He said such.,payments,,~. O m e  
have been mbde~In~otlmr,~.,~=,:~....~,:~,:~ 
clvlc, strikes in" .BritiSh ' i.'~ : . ? /~/ i  ~ 
Columbia :.a~d~did i:itot~i ~ ~ ' .~ '  
prolong thl~ sti~y:'Rhth~ei.;~ S ~ ~ .  
he said, management': i s  "i :. ~ . i /  .-o,..:/ 
pay .  
• Several union members, 
who did not want to be 
named, sa!d anger about he 
payments will ease with 
relief rom the end of a strike 
which many members did 
' not think.would happen de- 
spite an 85 per cent vote in 
favor of a walkout. 
Despite city staffs' rush to 
file the void, many services 
were cut or closed down 
completely. Some people 
took their own garbage to a 
temporary dump, and karate 
and fitness classes moved on 
to a lawn when people 
couldn't get into the Civic 
"Centi'e. 
Ferry service to nearby 
Digby Island was shut down, 
forcing CP Air to cancel 
flights to .and from the island 
airport and to bus 
passengers 160 kilometres to 
the airport at Terrace. 
Senior 
citizens 
invited 
The Royal Purple Day Tea 
for senior citizens in the 
Greater Terrace area will be 
held on Wednesday, June 6 at 
the Elks ~ Hall on Sparks 
Street from S p.m. to 4 p.m. 
Sponsored by the Ladies of 
the Royal Purple, the tea Is 
an annual event and if there 
are any seniors who have not 
been contacted in the past 
they should telehpone 635- 
2415, 6~5-2927, 635"5121. 
Forest.  f ires few. 
but care needed 
2. The fire shall be not less 
than 15 metres from any 
slash or other inflammable 
debris or from a woo:ten 
structure. 
3, A pail containing not less 
than eight letree of water, or 
a shovel, shall, be kept near 
the fire at all times. 
4. All • Inflammable 
n~aterial shall be removed 
down to mineral soil for not 
less than one metre in every 
direction from the perimeter 
of: the fire. 
"5. The fire shell not be 
more than one metre in 
diameter or one metre in 
height. 
6. The fire shall be com. 
pie,ely extinguished before 
leaving. 
7. No fires may be lit or 
fueled during periods of 
strong winds. . 
These seven Points are 
exerpts from the British 
Columbia Forest Service'e 
campfire regulations. For 
further information, contact 
your local forest ranger. 
thrown On the steps. 
Spokesmen for both side's 
said, however, that here will 
be little animosityieft over. 
: "Generally, behavior was' 
i .'pretty reasonable,"• said 
• CURE.  president Nern 
The city also will pay 100 
per cent of health care costs, 
instead of half, beginning 
July 1, 1980, and will pay 80 
per ce/R of dental care costs. ~ 
There were 186 inside- 
outside workers when. the 
strike began April 17. Base 
rate was $6~61 an hour for 
laborers and $835 a month' 
for clerical workers. The 
former agreement expired 
Dee. 31. 
Provincial mediator Jack 
Chapelas was involved in 
reaching an agreement. 
Whitehorse 
' mayor made 
an example 
WHITEHORSE, Yukon 
• (CP)--  Whitehorse Mayor 
Dr. Don Branigan has been 
suspended from his practice 
at the Whitehorse General 
Hospital. 
B ran igan 's  hospi ta l  
privileges were withdrawn 
last Thursday after an in- 
vestigatlon by B.C. medical 
officials requested by the 
hospital's staff. 
Dr. B. A. Benton, president 
of the hospital's medical 
staff, and Dick Avison,  
regional director of medical 
health services, said the 
withdrawal of Branigan's 
privileges involved his 
practice there and not his 
private one. 
They did not elaborate. 
Branigan, however, said in 
a prepared statement that 
.withdrawal of his privileges 
was brought on by his in- 
terest . in "holistic" 
medicine, including psychic' " 
surgery and acupuncture. 
His statement said: "Dr. 
Branigun feels that this rap 
on the knuckles delivered by 
the investigating board is 
actually .the basis for a test 
case on the subject of holistic 
medicine, which may go as 
far as the Supreme Court of 
Canada." 
Branigan declined further 
comment. 
In the statement, he said if 
convent ional  heal ing 
methods do not help his 
patients, he tries to arrange 
4 '  , ,  or apply innovative 
methods. 
The statement also quotes 
an unnamed patient as 
saying a trip to the Philip- 
pines led to a normal 
lifestyle after conventional 
mndieal techniques failed. 
Movold. a fpreman in the money roads division 
• He said he Is pleased and 
relieved to get the settlement 
" The 'prince Rupert /:ity. which wil| put his members 
management staff have been among the highest paid civic 
receiving an across beard .wdrkers~in the province. 
fiat rate of.$25 an hour ~or There will be a general 90- 
work over and above their cents-an-h0ur i'ncrease 
normal working hours, sinc retroactive to Jan. 1, 1979, 
ethey began doing work and another increase of 90 
norma~y undertaken by the /cents next" Jan 1, with 
city workers until the strike. ~filside workers '~ettin# an 
began .~ix weeks ago. ~'a~dditienal 15 cents an 'hour 
Prince Rupert  Mayor Ju ly1 .  
Peter Leeter said that the 
extra, pay for the 23 
management personnel was 
costing the' city ap- '  
proximately ~]8,000 a month' 
at the beginning of the strike 
but that the figure has 
declined considerably since 
the management staff have 
now streamlined their 
operations. 
• The city management staff 
is normally paid strictly on a 
salaried basis. 
Mayor Lester saicl that the 
sum was one tliat was 
"agreed upoh by 'council," 
and would not ~laborato 0n 
how the decision was arrived 
at. "Council agrees that the 
supervisory staff should be 
paid for any work done over 
and above the normal 
working hours," Leste~ 
stated. ' 
Several council members, 
however, disagi'eedwith the 
Mayor's summation of the 
situation. 
Council member Evelyn 
Basso said that she felt that 
the city council had no input 
in the decision. She era- 
phasized that she expected 
people who are doing extra 
work to reeeive additional 
compensation, but" that she 
wished to take part in the. 
decision. 
"Council did not agree on 
that figure," Basso stated. 
"We were simply told." . 
City Administrator Peter 
Pattullo said that it was his 
recollection that the 
proposal was presented to 
Council by the ad- 
ministration at the very 
onset of the strike, but that 
be could not recall whether 
the "recommendation" was 
ever put to a formal vote. 
Pattullo said that he felt 
the $25 an hour figure was 
"fair" and that it was based 
on extrapolation-from on
average middle 
management salary. He said 
that the figure was bused on 
a monthly salary of $1,945, 
Which was reduced to an 
hourly basis, doubled to an 
overtime rate, and then 
rounded own to $25 an hour. 
A spokesman for the 
striking Canadian Union of 
Public Employees said that 
the union wad "angered" by 
the rate and said that he city 
staff may be "prolonging the 
strike to fatten their Imy- 
cheques." "Why would they 
seriously negotiate if they're 
collecting that kind of 
money?" the spokesman for 
the Union ~executive 
q uesti0'ned. 
Five fires occurred this 
past week in the Prince 
'Rul~rt forest region. All 
w.ere small and quickly 
suppressed by Forest Ser- 
vice forces. 
Although the cool showery 
weather has helped in 
keeping fire occurrence 
down, this weather pattern 
has ako slowed down the 
spring rowth in some areas. 
A return to warm sunny days 
could bring some parts of the 
Eastern region back to 
extreme very rapidly. 
Caution is still being 
maintained and all fire use 
must receive utmost at- 
tention. 
The region reports thirty 
fires to date compared with 
thirty-three atthis time last 
year. 
If you plan to use the 
forests this weekend, please 
remember the following 
conditions must be met when' 
you light o eampf l r ' . .  
i .  The fire shall be not less 
than three metres from any 
log stump, snag or standing 
tree. 
q6~ 
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"Women's Centre move 
• The Terrace Women's discussing • cancer and share ideas and express 
Growth Centre has recently women - getting the facts themselves. ,i 
relocated and established a straight and dlspel!ing some. The women at the centre..' 
drop.in centre at 4711 Lazelle of the myths, offer some counselling and a,: 
Avenue, behind the theatres. ' The Women's Centre lot of encouragement and:. 
The centre is open from. rspoh$ors" workshops, film moral support. :: 
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. week. series and rap groups. The In-home visits can b~: 
days, and wi!l be open so,me drop-in centre also provides arranged by calling 635-5145, 
evenings and possibly a comfortable, relaxed at- or just drop by the Women'al 
weekends as well in the near mosphere for women to ~entre at 4711 Lazelle. ~. 
future. ;. 
Informationoncommunity Who caught?! services, activities,, coming .eo= va.. got 
areas of concern for women 
arcavallableattheWomen's The fish Were biting too the limit of eight fish in~ 
Centre. 
Four women, • operating 
under a Canada Works 
grant, are providing a 
support service for women: 
"Women Helping Women." 
The Centre promotes per- 
sonal growth, encourages 
self-esteem' through the 
effective use of .personal 
energy, and provides'op- 
portunities to meet other 
• well May 10 at M K Bay 
r the good .of Robert 
iller and Arto Paivio. 
They appem;ed in 
Kitimat Provincial Court 
Thursday charged with 
catching more than the 
legall lmit of four salmon 
each in one day and 
obstructing a fisheries 
guardian. 
women. , The charge •of ob- 
The regular "Women's struction arose when 
Night OUt" On alternate fisheries guardian Grant 
Thursdays is becoming very . 
popula'r. The next Women's MacHutchon went to his 
Night Out will be on Thur. truck for a sack to con- 
sday, May 31st at 7:30 p.m. fiscate the 10 Chinook 
at the new drop-ln centre, salmon.two more than 
The guest speaker that night 
will be  Dr~ Kobierski, 
Cloudy skies with the 
possibility of sunny periods 
and showers are expected 
~sy; . . . .  
DRAW 
• ? .•  
one day for two people., 
When MacHutchon :i 
returned to the boat only i: 
eight salmon remained.! 
Charges of obstruction i: 
were dropped when the i
youths expla ined they~ 
didn't know the fish were 
to be confiscated and i
gave two away to a~ 
friend. :: , ~. 
• The charge of catching :: 
more than the limit~ 
against Paivio was also~ 
dropped." i 
Miller was fined $50.'. 
and had his catch con-! 
flscated. . ~ 
BRIAN AND ROGEr 
GUflRRNTEE THE 
FINEST STEAKS 
IN TOWN • • r • •, . •~ OQO ' , ]  
• a. stec kdlnnet and  il 
a ni9ht away from /r 
the routine says it o.[I, 
why not take her tO ,. 
LAKELSE MOTOR HOTEL 
638,8141 
N 
@ 
N 
your morning newspaper. The spider 
is merely looking to se 
town's merchants i s  
not advertising. He 
will then go to thai.  
• .store, spin his web 
across the door and 
lead a life of 
undisturbed 
)eace! 
t 
• t 
' , ~? r " 
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I EDITOR'S JOURNAL- I 
BY GREG MIDDLETON I 
/ 
The state of'Florida murdered a man Friday. There 
is no other way to describe the 'execution of convicted 
murderer John Spenkelink. 
At 10:12 ~.m. Eastern Daylight Time 32 wiinesses 
watched a cold-blooded killing of a man after the 
United States Supreme Court voted six to four 
against even hearing an appeal, and that was'the sixth 
• time they turned own a plea for an appeal. 
More executions are now scheduled to take place in 
the United States as more than 500 condemned 
prisoners wait on death row in prisons around that 
.country. 
• While the death penalty was  done away with • in 
Canada, I don't think we can take much comfort in 
that v~ctory over the'cruelest and most final penalty. 
The~ United States Supreme Court struck down the 
de~.~fit~penalty there in 1972 and now 32 states have 
wrttten it;into their statutes.. • " 
M~ber~-'0f" the police forces across Canada are 
lolLbying;to have the death penalty here reinstated. 
Withes new government we 'may again be faced with 
the l~rospect of government sanctioned killing. 
While I do not believe that laws which allow persons 
who have killed to gain their complete and 
unresE'leted 'freedom, I am totally unequlvicably 
ag.a~.t :the death penalty. . .  
I argu~ against allowing the state to take life. 
~.Our entire system of law is based on the belief that 
the courts can be wrong. If you are convicted in a 
lower, court, you may appeal to a higher court. If all 
your appeals are not successful you may,  if new. 
evidence is found, ask for a new trial. Even if the 
courts uphold a conviction, parliament may.grant a
pardon. The recognition of fallibility is paramount• 
I believe that should the state execute someone in 
error, then that makes all of us party to that crime. 
And it happens. As much as our courts try to give the 
accused the benefit of the doubt, and it is only right 
that they should, the courts make mistakes. The in- 
nocent are convicted• There dre cases on record where 
iano~ence has beendemonstrated after a'n:execution. 
I think right-thinking persons will work towards a 
society in which we have eliminated many of the 
causes of crime. I doubt it is possible to have a perfect 
world, and I think we will undoubtedly always need 
places into which some members of society can be 
placed so that other members of society can be safe. 
I am realistic enough to recognize that there will be 
individuals who have no regard for life or who are 
otherwise uncontrollable and have to be segregated. 
To take even the slightest chance of depriving an 
innocent man or woman of life, however, is something 
that degrades us all. 
Dear Sir: 
The year 1980 will he an 
historic occasion for one of 
the leading 
organizations o f  
Columl:ta. The Vancouver of the town and its nearby 
Bach Choir will be mines which yielded more 
celebrating its 50th an- then $80 million in gold 
'niversary throughout that during the first half of the 
year. century. 
Many of the province's Ironically, the former 
small communities have had boom town now is such a 
some contact with the choir small community today that 
over the past half century, the re-union has been booked 
Some of your citizens may in Penllcton to ensure sub 
ha~'e belonged to the choir at flcient accommodation. 
one time. Some may have The beginnings'of Hedley 
heard the choir on one of its were actually shaped by the 
tours or broadcasts. Many first claims on nearby Nickel 
will have enjoyed the music • Plate Mountain in 1894. But it 
of the Szezecin Choir of was gold not nickel that 
Poland which toured th 
~rovince last spl"lng under 
e sponsorship of the 
Vancouver Bach Choir• 
In preparation for the 
upcoming year of 
celebration, we are trying to 
contact as many of our 
former members as 
possible. If any of your 
readers have been members 
o~ the choir or know of other 
alumni we would appreciate 
bearing from them. Just a 
note with a current address 
eouver, B.C. V6R 1Rg. 
Wearo eager to hear from 
anyone who has been In- 
volved with the Vancouver 
Bach Choir at any~ time 
during Its history. Thanks to 
your paper for helping us 
spread the word. 
Sincerely, 
Susanne Lloyd & Maereen 
/ 
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• "Mildew was going to _ote  tall he heard.he d be exerctsmg h~s democraticprivilege 
• ' ' he abhors any form of exercise.'" 
MA UREEN Mc TEER 
'U : .  
A look at Mrs. Joe ,Gh ,k 
By PAUL GE&~ELL entourage came down 
JASPER, Alto. (CP) -- With a cold while flying 
Maureen MeTeor, pale, over Calgary last week. 
weeryandill, stoodatthe "I took the wrong, 
edge of a playground medication,'! she said. "It 
Saturday, skeptically turns out I have some 
watching television kind of virus. I guess tha( 
cameras record Joe Clark shows I'm a lawyer, not a 
punting their daughter .doctor." 
Catherine.on a swing. Ms. McTeer, an Ottawa 
"Not so high, Joe," she Valley :native from the 
said weakly, - having 
crawled out of a sickhed town of Cumberland, 
for the occasion. Ont., had once considered 
"OK, motberY  the a career inmedicine but 
-turned to law. when she 
prime minister-designate . disc6kered the sight of.. 
said, smiling for the bloodupsetheh 
cameras. " 
After eight grueling Polities has remained 
weeks on the campaign oneofhergreatloves. She
trail, Ms. McTesr, 9.7, was an active Con- 
obviously would prefer to servative several years 
stay secluded in her before Clark entered 
bungalow on the grounds rural Alberta politics and 
of a Rocky Mountain she campaigned 
resort near this corn- vigorously for her hus- 
reunify, 4OO kllometres hand in the May 
west of Edmonton. election campaign. 
A few days ago she From the playground, 
caught what was first- the Clarks, television 
billed as the "Progressive crews and RCMP 
The Clarks hopped onto 
a peddle-boat and pad. 
died awayi Two RCMP 
officers clambered 
aboard a Icoky-looking 
row-boat and followed 
them with great effort. 
Clark is a non-swimmer. 
Clark plans to visit this 
town in his home riding of 
Yellowhead several times. 
a year, pessihly holding 
cabinet meetings here. 
Two-year-old • 
Catherine, nicknamed 
.. M~fln, by.,iher parents, 
~ ~. was; displeased the boat 
ride lasted only a few 
minutes. 
'.'! want to do it again," 
she said testily. 
"Are you going to throw 
a tantrum?" Clark asked. 
Before she could an- 
swer, the child was swung 
through the air and 
placed on Clark's shoul. 
ders. 
Tile •last relaxing day 
before returning to Ot- 
The new ~,mlnari~ 
government will be sworn 
in June 4 and the Clarke 
will move into 24 Sussex 
Drive, th~ official 
• residence. , of~ .prime 
ministers, OfiJtin~ .. .  
i 
.Earlier Saturday, the 
Conservative leader 
autographed what has. 
come to be known as his 
lucky footlmll, for Mike 
Vlvian, 21, a walter l~om 
Montreal at the Jasper 
Park Lodge. 
i" ~lark'~ last campaign 
':aetivity- ,t~ a'u~tlty'i~ ~ 
election was to visit the 
lodge. When he ap- 
proacbed some off-duty 
hotel workers, Vivlan 
lobbed the ball at Clark 
and he caught it. 
Clark's predecessor, 
Robert Stanfield, was. 
~oto~raphed fumbling a 
forth,all during the 1974 
campaign and the photo 
came to symbolize his 
three unsuccessful .at- 
" I 
:: C 
Ottawg,-It takes One to know one.•.a Cennd~. 
politician, that i s . . -~  i . 
And to know what S.happening to govermenta,  I 
the country, and moi 'e im~rtant ,  to you and your~ 
Such a man is W'dl~.ni Taylor, former Ener~ 
• Minister, and before ~a~i~ter  of Community 
Davis' 
Conservative g o v ~ ~ ' t ~  ' " . ~!~ 
You must h~/ve 'r~d~..~.6~..n"ew~pa~r from time 
time, ~perha~:~eWn:~fi'e~.-rd~'0tpposition members !~ 
• serveral different g6vernments warn of it, but seldo~ 
before has a leadingpoHtieian blown.the whistle on ~e 
process of politics thai is  slowly turning Canada in~ 
what Mr. Taylor describes as one. g igan~ 
bureaucratic establishment, ~!:! 
In his first year of power, b~sting with ambition 
and flushed with the dreams of glory as to What li~ 
knewshould be done, P r ime Ministei* T rud~ 
pro.ml~d to !urn the whole thing around, . . . i , !  
tie was going to cut the overblOwn bureaucracy 
down to size. • . . . . .  • 
And in the cutting, he was going to strip it of Its o f~ 
secretly-used power, o f  regnlatlon and give ~e 
ultimate suthority back to Parlinment and the p.eol~e~ 
But in retrospect/he bureaucracy then wasa feeble 
thing, an infant compared to the powerful giant it l~is 
become in theilust 11 years. ' ' -/i~", 
• When Trudeau took over, three mandarins'the 
super-lxmses of the bureaucratic kingdom-were iI ~ 
supreme charge. . . 
• They were Gordon 'Robortsen, Clerk of the Pri.vy 
comieil and Secretary of  the Cabinet;Robert Bryc~ 
Deputy Minister of.Finance, and George Davlds0~ 
Secretary of the'Treasury Board..: ".:. ' ~:~ : ! ]  
' Theyr  held-the strings 'of bureaticratic pow.er an~ 
keys [o the national treasury. . "/ 
They each made an annunl~8,000, and they rode 
herd ~ over some 100 'other deputies, commiselo~ 
chairmen and crown corporation' presidents most '~ 
whom had been appointed by former •Prime l~dulst~ 
Lester Pearson in the two or three previous years. . :  
Pearson, a weak administrator, solved most of h~ 
problems of responsibility by delegnting:it; :"!i ~ 
.'. A~d while the burea~rnde rot had set in Robertson, 
Bryce'and 1~. avidson still were very n~/Ich in charge~ 
• Trudeau .I/hew what had been going On and was~ 
reverse iit before the rot went too desp~ .~ 
But he didn't-or couldn't-the bureaucratic grip had 
so tightened on the administration it had beeom~ 
unbr~dtable; and today there' are more than 20,00~ 
:~tp . , ra ta  who. make more than the $211,000 the B~ 
Thr~'were 'pa ia  ~vi~en Tr~deati first took over• :'". 
' The ir0eess now has gone so, far, says Mr. Taylor, 
that members of the cabinet of any Canadinl} 
goVernment are "manipulated like marionettes by the 
mandarins." ' "~ 
Government, he warned, now but a charade, has left 
the electorate, the taxpayers who ~arry the can for all 
thk bureaucratic worms, with but  a semblance,~ 
shadow df power. 
Taylor described 'himself as one who has "walked 
the corridors of power and been mugged in the ha~ 
alleys.of the bureaucracy," 
'. Bur~ucratic empire~butld i~h,th -which is Job-creiition 
,~by,the.imblic~servlee for, the publintservlce-has 
destroyed~histork'~c01z~e~aU~,,e valu s o$~.valua4or; 
money and ptibHe self-reliance, and those in' govern- 
ment who bold to those virtues. 
"There  seems to be a socialist passion to 
homogenize Canadians into submissive residents of 
one gigantic company tewn--a socialist corporate 
state where there is no place foi" the self-employed, the 
creative or enterprising• 
"It no longer is considered right to bethrifty and 
hard-working so that you can save and be secure," he 
says, "because to do so would be to deprive some 
bure~/ucrat of his authority to interfere in your life.!! 
This time out beth Joe Clark and Pierre Trudeau 
have promised to do something about the cancer of Conservative cold." security officers hiked to taws for some cabinet, tempts to topple Pierre bureaucratic power misuse and abuse. 
L E T T E R S  T O  Aboutathirdofalark's. ,arby. Bcaufvert Lake. making wss over. Trudeau's government.' • . 
, i I , . | , o _ _  | 
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D~orrSmir:r esidents of  ~;':" ~'/ 
~Ttc [ !  h Hedley, east of Princeton, "~, ~i:; ' ~ i  ~ :. .. ¢ " ~;:;: By JohnF lshero f t~.~_~ " 
August to recall the heyday ' .: 
o . . 
. , .  " :'~'i',~ 
• • , , ,  
• . ~ "~.~.~ 
. . . .  ',.~.,!~ 
, / ; 
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Co~eell pour l'unhe'eauadlenne 
tical project; Since then, 
thousands of Canadians 
with Anglophone bac~, 
grounds have had an opl~or. 
tunity to build bridges to 
the Francophone world Of 
Quebec, and vice versa. 
Trois Pietoles, on the 
south shore of the Lower St'. 
Lawrence is typical of the 
culture of rural Quebec. I t  
worked so  well and is .  
pressed so many Que. 
becers, Western now has 
confess- for' French Can. 
adlans. 
What a pity a hundred 
other institutions didn'i 
The Wise men at the 
University of Western Ont- 
ario, London, rationalized 
that actions speak louder 
than words, if learning a 
second language would 
contribute to Canadian 
unity then getting to know 
people of the second 
culture would make more 
sense. So, Western Univer- 
sity looked for a Quebec 
village that was typical of 
French Canadlt's heritage 
and culture. They would 
open a summer school, ~nd 
draw students from all 
corners of Canada. The 
students would be pen. have the vision of the Univ. 
sioned in Quebecois homes, erslty of Western Ontario 
eat, socmhze, shop and forty five years ago? 
play in another language. 
UWO established ' a John Fisher, F, zsoutive 
school st' Trois Pietoles in Vke President of the 
19M, Out of old South ~uneli for CmmdiAa UUltF 
Western Ontario came this was ~umda's Ceatenlal 
imJiginative snd .~ .* prac. ,Commbaloner, .... 
i i i  i Jl I | ii 
Letters 
welcome 
will do (even a t card), and Hedley is now a quiet 
We will get backP°~fo them. town with many homes 
The contact person is Mrs. ' occupied by pensioners and 
Joyce Mnguire, V.B.C. 50th others seeking economical 
Anniversary Project, 3526 accommodation. Many 
West Sth Avenue, Van. residents have moved to 
everyone was seeking. By 
1899 the area was covered 
with claims and a com. 
reunify was established 
named after R.R. Hedloy, 
manager of the smelter at 
Nelson. 
. In addition to Nickel Plate 
• Mountain which paid out $47 
million dollars in gold, there 
was the rich Hedley Mascot 
Mine which out of a frac- 
tional claim of just over two 
acres returned to the owners 
$8 million dollars in gold. 
The mines closed in 1955 
other communities 
throughout the province. 
Any former Hedley 
resident now living in the 
area and who wishes to at- 
tend the re-union should 
contact Mr, Jack C. Moore, 
14616-IIIA Avenue, Surrey, 
B.C. The re-nninn will be 
held at the Penticton Peach 
Gitta Bowl Convention Centre, 
Vancou~,er Bach Choir August lath, 1979.. 
50th Anniversary Project Jack Moore 
The Herald welcomes its readers com- 
ments. Al l  le f le rs  to the editor of general  
public Interest wi l l  be printed. We do, 
however, retain the r ight  to refuse to pr int  
letters on grounds of possible l ibel or  bad 
taste. We may also edit leffers for style and 
length. Al l  letters to be ~onsidered for 
publ icat ion must be  signed. 
i 
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t don't know what he brand is, but it makes my husband more predisposed tothe NDP. 
i m 
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TIFO DIED LATER 
They survived the crash 
CHALLIS, Idaho.(AP)' -- .5"on a flight from Livingston, automobile trlp from Joh'nson-Dyer party were 
The .body of bush. pilot Mont., "to Boise, just 45 Saskatchewan. There Were eviileal of Idaho authorillcs 
Norman Plochke, 35, .was hllnutes short ".of its nine persom ln two cars and for ealllng.off the search for 
airlifted .from. a rugged destination. But pilots family members quickly the missing airplane after 
mountainside Saturday, famlli~ with the area said went to a meeting with the seven days, 
three weeks after he and the singi~eaglned craft, two survivors. However, aeronautics 
three others survived the nliotnd by Plsehke shouldn't 
crash of a light airplane, [~e tried to negotiate its Later, Jim Dyer, father of administrator Worthle 
Brent, said family members Rauseher said the pilot 
• ..Pischke and three others, way thnmsh two Central didn't want to talk to didn't file a flight plan and 
all .residents of Estevan, • Idaho mountain renges with reporters and the two sur. Idaho officials had no in- 
Sask,, survivnd.when' their oeaha up to 3,300 metres feet single-engine airplane high.- : . . vivorstalk, also dide't want to dieation the crash had 
~as~d .on. a .2;.900-m.etn~. Aerenau~ich offlcial~ eald . He said family members erashedlnthestste. H sald searchers covered the 
~qn~i~ n°swn~teujouo Pischke. Apparently found have been harrassed for generelareawhevetheplans 
, " -- " ' r himself headed toward hlgh several days by repoctsrs crashed. 
Ptscnge died drier t~ving n~aka I~ ore,ida', ,,n.,h a,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  and both familim have had Bauscher said the area 
the crashed airplane to seek his Sln~leenulne C ssna zTn hel ' .._ to suffer through the trauma where the plane crashed Was 
. .p. Businessman Donald .and h~-. a~~.tree with his of ~ading and hearing news eaarchedoniylighllyslnceit 
Johnson, 50, also died the;,' wlngtin as he tried to bank reports that all four persons was so far off the route the 
da.y. after .the .cr.ash. after Two" federal of f ic ia ls ,  were killed in the crash "pilot normaJly would have 
~vmg. moat .~. am..nea.vy launched an investigation Some members of the been expected to take. 
~ommg co ms Gangster, into the accident Saturday. 
uonna, 18. Paul Hari'isor~ of the 
The girltold Custer County National ' TransiJortation 
Sheriff Sial Teaecher she Safety Beard .and Federal 
wouldn't have..survived Aviation Administration 
without h~. father's clothing . investigator. Marion Triton 
to keep h~ warm in bitterly were taken to the crash site 
cold temparatures during a by 'helicopter Saturday 
14-day waitfor help at the morning. 
do.wnedalrcraft Harrison said once he 
r /  The other .survivor was determined who owns the 
Johesan's-sen-in-law, Brent Canadian airplane, itwill he 
~.  Red Cross teaching Water safety Dyer, 25. Miss Johnson end 
- • up to the owner to decide 
Dyer were missing 19 days whether the wreckage will 
- before ending a five-day be removed. Water safety taughthere walk" to ' esfety. Thureday • .night' Harrison said he wanted to 
... . , : They immediately . question the survlvurs for 
~ . . . . . . .  " .  . .: " ~ reported the crash site, just detoils 0n the:accident; but 
a few kilometres from Idaho " sofar has been unable to talk 
' :'$fe:buating Iievery0ne's .sti'at!ons.. T.hey will, be together' with basic . .Prince_Ge.0rge, V2L 3PI, or  Highway 7S. " . to them. Since they' are 
~,  Iness. Unfurtunately, it is vrave..mng .mme ttea t,To~m Imo~vledge in rowing, pad- p~one 5~.6,~56. 2 ' . . Canadian citizens, he cannot 
.mum only after a serious mobne o0atlng ]safety riling and power b outing. The Red Cross Smali CraR L~s~hke's body was found Subpoena them to provide 
.~d.dent, or drowning, that detachment, and hope to ,,-- Safety program in British .near where he was last seen information, he said. '~ - 
ideakure, boaters wish they .r~..ch over 70 communlUes _ "Tn_e~ : are . . . .  new Columbia and t~ Yukon.is...by Dyer and ..Miss Johann MieaJolmsonandDyer~e. 
b:uliakanmoreearetolsom tmssummer. . .: resumuons, me, wm.cn ~ maae.ponstme mren~h me me ooyaner me crash, celved medical treatment 
M~u_tsafetyprecautimm. :. . . . . .  : : '., f;, : . . ' Imbllcsn~]d knowaoout: assistance o f /  Anolent . Jolmsea's'body.wQs taken for relatively minor injuries 
:~TMS summer, Red Cr0MI. Red  Cross:. ~8:.C.~Yul(on sam ~ueg.ung. "~'oi" m-Mar iner  Industries Ltd., .by mi l i ta ry  helicopter Thursday night, then i s ,  
comultants'ih.smaIl era~U' Divlalon's publiC' eduCatibn glance, the Department of A us/emma "Inc. Hoffar's Friday nilh Mount, ln nn,~dln,bh," wn,~t " , , ,^ 
tafety are'tbi~'lng B.C. and program"i~ sinall ct, aft Transport now requires ix ~ies Ltd.,.'" . OMC 'Home:' sdeaghr~h t°n(i--~esct~ s~lus'ien:" . . . . .  ' " ""  
~e Yukon to teach as many safety hegaiz~t~e y ars ago approved pyrotechnic flares Distributors, Keg . ' teams battled through waist. They said they wanted to 
iienple as possible the and had 'b~n gaining in to be on board .all.vessels Restaurants, Kits Marine, deep snowSaturdaymorning be reunited with their 
techniques of eafe rowing, popularity'evetelnce. This over 5,5 metres m |ength." Labatt:s, Marine Trades 'before retrieving Pischke's families before talking with 
canoelagand power boating, year's ~•theme ,~isi~"Boat (. For m~e details, on the Assoc ia t ion , '  Mustang body. :It was taken' the ~.  repertem. " . 
~, Mark Suckling ahd David Travel". and:th~.emPhes.l~ i ! demons~_~'to  be held in Sportswear, Inc., "The kilomet/'es to Challis, ~..tt~e ' Members of the two 
' ~ will be in Terrace an.rt~ktsk!n~h~l~,j~la~ng,' i .your a~ea;' write to Sue Gmadisn Coast Gfiard and. of  the .search and r 'escue families arrived in,~Challis 
and Kitimat on :June 1 navigatio.n,,,:..si/rX,[val. Sossin;:~'The Canadian. Red the Vanceuver Branch of the oporatioim, .~, Friday night' after an 18-' 
~lducllng pchlie demou-techniqunsmeas~o~{ :|~lshap Crosai~:1306.Tth Avenue, Rnd~ro~s.. ' TheatrplanecrnnhedMay hour ,  i ,100-k i lometre  
i "~ . " - " "  . ~ . , ' , '  . ;~ , . ,  . :~ 'L  ~: : l , .  . • • . • 
~.  , T ,  ~ , .M~.  ~ f ,  xqe~. .q i~ (~ o Jn l  9 , .. ' • , ' ' . ' , 
, ' , i .... " .~  ~J ]~o I; . 
,N,O _ * u z ,  • KsSranJerTalm acL-po-r:test . . . . . . .  . . . .  
- EA TH L H : : : . . . . .  " " NONDA¥ ' • SURREY, B,C. (CP) - -  Pat bIeOeer'asid the B .C. . "Xt 's Justa , tew'mi les f rom " § p,m, . to  midnight 
DR, BOB YOUNG The British Columbia government would not op- Surrey and we are right.in ~ ~ ~ : • 
go. rnment  shau]d make an pose the plant" and even the path of prevalilng wind. ' , ' :2  ' 3 . ~ ~ B C T V  " 9  ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '=  
official protest ~ against suggested that'the U.S.plant s," heeaid. "l feel it all the 
I am pretty good with. constructlm of a nuclear shoUld r use ,a Canadian- m0ie because it is in my : KING ' CF'I~K KCTS 
things mechanical nd can power p lant  at Sedro. manufactured reactor, hackyard." : • " I  {¢TV} l 
gemrany hold my own-as a. Woolley, ' Wash,, . •says Vander Zalm,.whose con- - -  ~"A'  ; -  " . .  TT c . {NBC} (¢Br.) {PB$) 
~r_  .::FLxl~owat~ll, wl~..n'a>~ Mulddpal~xa,~fat~rs.~dBlntlteri s en of ' , borders : Mcue~r. sam . . . . . . . . . . . .  m~ ,,.,=. ~ '  
often last week I was only . ' Vander Zalm said.Friday thh"~ ~e ~al)'lne~J~ r t '~Xt :  * that de'~,elol~ed. .'in ' Canada. i Burn6tt::' Squdd ..... :; ~;'~'''~ iUi~" £~'" ~;~;~"l~i~0~t~ ami o;mo 
too happy to call a plumber that constructlou f the plant - ,~  ,,, ' oo~, me, ,g,  and American. antho~ties KING 5 Hourglass ' Dollar Electric 
to repair it. He was there for about 6O kilometres south of. provincial government '.sh°uld Im.~ ~ndu r~c~re.  News. cont'd. Man Company 
15 or 28 minutes, d ida good the U.S.-Canada border n, . ,~oo*ho.h . ,  ceeause mey nave a Getter ~ . ~ ~ . . . _ . .  
Job, and did not. leave a p~sents a threat in' the :~HV'e'sai'da~d--lH'ster similar 'safety,reeoi'd.. - ~ 
mess. HIS bill was $20.94,'32 VancouVer area. to that at the Three Mile .... They are paying a price .' Cont'd.. . Cont'd. 'News Studio 
in the concern their citizens i ' ContM. ContM. Hour See . 
NBC cents ofwhich was for parts. The minister's tatement Island nuclear • plant in have over the reliability and i~5 . Muppet Cont'd. Dick 
You and I know that the appeared to contradict that Pennsylvania, would hit News Show Cont'd. Cavett 
safety of the plants," earvlces of tradesmen may Macubinetcollesgueearlier Vancouver suburbs before McGcer said. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
he expensive. I am not this week. Selance Minister Seattle.. ~ " Outdoor Makin' 7 i~ Seat t le  ' MacNeil 
~=~r'.Complaining aho"t Trid t i lhill-  knowwhat o them BC BRIEFS 1 8 . . . .  "30 Ton ight '  Education It MoyorLehrer he did to earn the money and . en  ~ . Hollywood Lucerne & Carter News- I received good value: l " e r  145 Squares Shirley Coun'try Weekly 
• ~ ~ ~  
requested a . . i ce  and I a monst  . Monday TheWhi te  Kenny B i l l  
became I got a bill. ! " 
At Movies Cont'd. Special • • Mark 
• Doctors nowadays do not 145 'Rollercoaster' Cont'd. Cont'd. " 
send bills--at least not to the Russell 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  VANCOUVER (CP) -  A questionnaire w i l l  be ' ~ 
knowl~atient'howThemuchclientthe'd°esdoctorn°t About 200 persons demon, compromise solution was  distributed to residents in f l  'i~ Cont'd, . M.A.S.IL 'A Man " . Europe 
re~eives for a service and ; stretedSafu~layagninstthe reached Saturday in a the next few days asking ~ :~ Cont'd. Cont'd. Called Cont'd. 
Cont'd. WKRP in Intrepid Cont'd. has noway of determining establishment of a Trident dispute over use of the whether they want carberyl 145 ' . 
haw his (the patient's) use of nuclear submarine base at pesticide carbaryl to combat or an Organic insecticide Cincinnati Cont'd. Cont'd. 
medlcalserviees is reflected Bangor, Wash., and said a gypsy moth infestation in .soap used. . ~ ~ ~ 
in the overall c~t of medical ' trepaaslng violations that the Kiteilano area. • : Grcenpoace has suggested 
: have led to arrests in the MembersufGreenpesce, a . the scap be used as an 
1 ~  cont,d. News Cont'd. :. WI1en. 
• Cont'd. Magazine Cont'd.,.~ Boat 
care. past will he continued.. Vancouver .based en. alternative to the.spraying. Whodunit . Special ., Cont'd. 'f! ComeS' 
" : Led.by a protester in a vironmental group which The soap, however, is con- MM ~k~ :45 Cont'd. Cont'd. ;:'~"~ Cont'd. " In 
W0tfld you like to guess" skeleton mask, the ~msopposed le~r l~ry i ,  sideredlesseffectivengainal " ~ ~ ' - "  ~ '  ~ 
his l.ahors? The British through do~vntown Van- council, parks officials and destroying massive amounts / / !~°s Cont'd. National News Columbia Medical. 
• 1,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,a~t"" . . . . . . . .  ,,,,--,,~a ,,.,t'~ .,,-;" . c_ouv.~., ca rrylng a mak .e~R.,,  p01iee. ]to allow the spraying of foliage if left unchecked. Tonight Night News Hour ~Exp lor ing  the 
Trloen~ monster They to O ahead - - . . - - ,  . . . . .  ,.-,,^^,~- • g - -on  certain On Thursday, federal I I :45 SJIOW terestea tea©m-, w~m~,~ ,,= ss b ' • Final 'Final ~~est less  S a "-,bile thinks a ,,h,,sieisn i s .  edby .the.U.S. eo.nsu~.t.e condRlons.' ' • agriculture department ~ ~ 
~'~i,s from the~'l~edica, ~ee~ ~r innel~t~yiYpW~ " Th 1 q ~ e ' . . -  workers began ..spraying Cont'd. KoJak Late The 
• • " group nemanded that parks in thearea but had to ' ' 
Plan for some common The demonstration was an independent survey of stop because of ~lgh winds. £ £3o i  Cont'd. / Cont'd. Show . Rockford 
.s~erv!ces, I Would'appreciate organized by the Pacific Life residents first be conducted The sprayln~ was to have 145 Cont'd. Cont'd. 'Legend of Files 
Cont/d, I Cont'd. Lech Ness' Late Movie it ff you would complete the Community, a greup whlch end that 80 per Cent. of resumed Friday, but was ~ . -  ~ • 
following and return it to me. has been involved in pretests •residents favor thespraying halted after Greenpeace pro- ~ 
!Howmuch do you think at the Bangor base, aboutl40 Greenl)eace snokesma~ testers demanded proof that TUE$DI¥ 10 a,m, to § p.m, 
your general practitioner is kilometves south of Van- Patrlek" Moore" said n residents had approved it. 
paid by the Medical Plan enuver, and which has had . "- - , 
for: some of ite members . rd n ' ,"[:-  owHi. Canadian Webster Electrie 
i. DOing a.ful] physical arrested in previous con- Mu er  e ta  10 years ~ ~ :~5 Rollers Schools Cont'd. Company 
examination? ($ ) frentatlons. • . :30 Wheel of Mister Dufiniflon Once Upon 
2. A house visit in the The pretestors aid the FORT ST. J01-1N, B.C.' attendant at this nor- I I d :45 P'ortune Dressup Cont'd. A Classic . 
duyflme? " ($ ) Trident submarides, which (CP)--KevinHarveyEtheir theasters"community. At~Ight? ($" )  carry 24 missiles each, are 
• Supreme Court Jury . i i 3~ Plus Street Cooking Poetry Alive hospital? ($ ) similar in design to that sentenced to I0 y~rs in deliberated for about five lloIIywood Cant'd. Mad Inside-Out 
4. Pregnancy care and involved In the recent prison for seconddegree hem's before finding Etheir 145 Squares Cont'd. Dash Stories'of Amerl dellveryofthebaby?.($ . ) radlatien leakage at Three 
5,Taking~utyoorap- Mile Island, Pa. murder in the shooting last guilty in the shootidg of 
pendiz? ($ ) Submarines leaving the October of a service ststlen Donald George Nagy, 33. 'a q :,~ Days of News Noon Explorers Unltd, 
Taking out your Bangor base would haste to " ' £ i.~ Our Lives Bob Switzer News Art Cart 
Cent'd. Mary Tyler Alan Roomnastlca gallbladder? ($ ) travel through Canadian Part .got out of hand i,s Cont'd. Moore Hamel M for Music 6, .  Giving advice by waters In the Strait of Juan y i s 
telephone? ($ ) de Fuea off Vancouver ' ' 
7, Setting afractured Island, creating the danger DELTA,. B.C, iCP).  - an eye on the crowd at the a I . :15 Doctors From Cont'd. Environments wrist? ($ ) of leakage near the sliores of Police chased high school. South Delta l~eereation :00 The Today Cont'd. Measure Up 
8. Gi.ving 'an hour-long British Columbia, the group psrtylloors for two hours Centre. fled the scene after : 3o Another Quebec Another 2 Cents Worth 
anaesthetic? ($ ) said in a news/release, arounda recreation centre in the high school graduation i s : 45 World Cont'd. World About You 
9, A follow-up office this Vancouver suburb early party got out of hand, , visit? ' ($ i The' group plans another 
dumonstratien on June 9. Saturday before arrestin~ The" students caused ~1~ :.~ Cont'd. Edge of Cont'd. , Blue Umbrella 
A/~esyou" a health-care Canadian 'and American one person and packing off considerable damage to the ~ • i;~ Cent'd, Night Cont'd. Book 
( ) °  sionai? Yes { ) No supporters are to gather st another200eelebrantshome, centre. It was the second Cant'd. Take Cont'd. ZebraL°°kwings 
thePenceArchentheborder , year in a row that Delta 145 Cont'd. Thirty Cent'd. Cover-Cover 
If enough replies are sent near Vancouver and earlier Meanwhi le ,  severa l  police have had to.break up ~ , , , 
tomeattheaddressbelowto thatdayprotesters "t ained securityguardehiredtokeep unruly graduation parties. .oo 
allow an analysis . to .  be for non-violent action are to . ) !~ Movie Bob Movie Over 
" y "Marshal Mclean Matinee Easy made, the results will be enter the Trident base. ) or . Show 'Five Man Julia 
~ivel) in a future column, "The actlon at Bangor will ~ 145 Madrid' Cont'd. Army' Child ' 
Please eend them to Dr. Bob l ikely he .  to be repeated . , ,  
• Young, lufo-Health, British Sunday as it has been 
Assoclatlen, 1807 West 10th commit trespass twice in The Canadian Fled Cross Society ~ .30 !Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd.. Street 
' Cent'd. Klahanie Cost'd. Cout'd. Avenue, Vancouvei', B.C. order to be arrested and ' . . . . . .  , ' '  i4s. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cont'd. Cent'd. 
VSJ 2A9, charged," the release said. ,,. 
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" ' Z O N E 5  A L L  ' : °  . . . .  : . .  ': • ' . . . . . . .  -NATIVE S O C C E R  ::: ' 
In the top photo are the Zone 5 champion Kitamaat team,while bottom• 
left, Kitamaat's Morris Amos holds the championship t'r'ophy highl and in 
the bottom right photo is some hot and heavy final game'action around 
the Hazelton net ' * ~ 
Ki t  amaat :  ' c to r l  o us  
Kitamaat Village took the 
top honors in the Zorle Five 
All-Native Soccer playdowns 
held at the Skeena J r .  
Secondary ~School field" in 
Terrace on the weekend, b~, 
virtue of a 3-1 victory over 
Hazelton In the final game 
Sunday afternooh. ' 
advance, Hazelt0n had 
already defeated Kincolith' 
and Port Edward Saturday, 
and Kispic~ Saturday. 
. The llnsl game "between 
Kitamant and Hazelton was 
a hard fought affair, that 
stalled with both teams 
having excellent chances to 
The Kitamaat eam went Score, but neither •could 
through the c'ompetition ,connect, until Hazelton 
• undefeated, as they started notched one late in the rink 
with a 6-1 win'over the halftotakeal.01eadintothe 
Prince Rupert Arrows second half. 
Friday afternoon. They 
followed that up ,with a 4-1 Kitamaat dicin't give up,' 
• "win over Canyon city, also and early in the second half, 
Friday. . " . 'finally gbt on the.scoresheat 
Hazelton, both by scores of 4- 
2. By losing to Kitamaat 
Saturday, Hazeltoo ~vas 
forced' to reach .the' final 
game the hard way, ins they 
narrowly defeated Green- 
ville 3-2 in the semi-final 
game to enable them to 
more just ~ a" couple Of 
minutes later  ,to make the. 
final score 3-1 in their favor, 
and give ~em the Zone Five 
All-Native championship, 
and relegate Hazelton to the 
runnnr-up spot. 
Greenville, by losing to 
Hazelton .in the semi.final 
didn't make the final, but. 
still came up with a thlrd 
place finish. They began the 
competition with a 5-1 vie- 
tory over Glenyowel Friday, 
then took care of Kitwancool 
10.0, also on Friday. They 
suffered their first setback of 
the tonrnament Saturday, a 
4-2 defeat at the hands of the 
to tie things at .one  goal BasH: G~ant/ Herb -Gra~zt;: 
Kitamaat continued-their apiece. The teams were:still L! Morris AmOS, Matt Moore, :
winning ways Saturday, as deadlocked with just a few ' championship K i tamaat ,  and Kelly Morrison. " 
they downed Greenville and minutes to •play, and It *team, but came back to The tournament had a 
looked as though overtime defeat he Kitsegulda Tigers total of thirteen teams: 
was a definite possibility, 3-1, and Kispiox 3-2 Sunday, :competing, Ki tamaat, /  
Hazelton had several good before losing to Hazelton 3-2 Haselton, 'and 'Greenville,. 
opportunities to take the in the semi.final; the top three tea n~, will be  
lead, but couldn't score, but The bestoffensive players making the trip to Dnnea~ 
Kitamaat managed to make. of the competiHon was Earl • for.tbo All-Native Provincial': 
• it 2-1 late'in the half. The Stevens 0g Greenville, whil~ Championships to be held. 
"Kitamaat eam added one H~eltun's Francis Woods. June 8th, 9th, and 10th. . " 
was named; the best 
defensive player. The best 
goall~eeper was  Gerald 
Amos of Kitamapt, and mest-~ 
inspiratiDnal player, was, 
Hazelton's Brian Muldoeti 
• ,The tournament's Moat' 
Valuable .Player. was'  
• Kitamaat's Herb Grant. The.~ 
Kitsegukla Tigers •were 
named the mast Sport.~ 
smanlike team of ,the' 
tournament. . ". 
Named to.the AII-S~r 
team were Gerald. Amos, 
Francis' Woods, Early~ 
Stevens, Brian Muldoe,, 
Gordie .lack, Brad Moo~,:: 
h: rant nt,. 
two. strokes behind Pulz's falterlngAdams. ;i 
for Pulz in her six years on , total of 284. • Adams, of Kingsvll le,i '  
Rankin, the veteran' from' Tex., finished third at 287. 
Pulz needed only 21 putts Midland, Tex., had made a It rained throughout the~ 
mistake signing an tournament, resulting ir "~ 
erroneous score card high scores. Pulz total was 
showing shehad bogeyed a four strokes over par~' 
Watson cruise to victory 
, .p 
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) - -  threatcarqe~tei~th~rpund : hissing the, green with his play. And Wa'tson was~ 
Tom. Watson, whose only from vetera/|'Mill~B~rbe'r. '~ hi i'd 'sh0t. " . bunkered on the 161h, But he,~ 
real challenge came from Barber birded the par-five ' ~hat ~ut the iead to three saved par with a 15-footer 
the weathei', shot a one- 15th and ~aA~q~.0geye ~?,[~:, :it, ~eS. =with, three holes to  and Barber bogeyed the 17th i 
under-par71 andcru ised toa :/ ~,~ ~q,~; . . . .  ' . •. 
threa-stroke victory Sunday • : ~ ", 
in  the Memorial golf tour -na ent .watson , ,  the game's' u,., Pulz. wins at t:orning! 
standing performer over the . . . .  
last 2:~ years, won his fourth CORNING, N.Y. (AP) -- four, day, 72-hole tournament hole that she had actually 
title of the season with a 285 Australian Penny Pula fired and take home the $15,000 parred Saturday, depriving. 
total, three strokes under 'a twounder-par 68Sunday to first-place money, herself  of a share of the lead:! 
par on the rain-soaked, 7,101- Overtake rookie Lynn Adams Pul.z had entered the final going into Sunday's 
yard Muirfield Village Golf and hold off a late charge, rouna one stroke oehind ' championship round. • 
Club course . . . . . . . .  i from'veteran Judy Rankin to ' . Rankin ' double-bogeys'" 
: ,:It came'~,Vith~'el~tivt%:d~/e. ~ win the~$100,000 Lad~-  ~ .i~,~'tl~[It,~F~--he~.~l~.~JOii~y~, and'~F~ 
W:atsnn,i.whW ~firs{~t®k the ~ ) Professio~Z ~ ,.Goff~  ~ ?~.-~ stay when Aaams. Dngeyea not challenge until birdies on 
lead with a magnificent, no- Asssocistiou Coming tour- the 12th hole. the 15th and. 18th holes, 
' Rankin finished second, allowed her" to overtake the • bogey 69 in the dreadful , nament. 
weather of the second round, The victory was the first 
started this cloudy, gloomy, 
threatening day'with a four- the tour. 
stroke lead, built it to 'seven 
shots at' one point and never over the 6,203-yard Corulng 
was in great danger. Golf Club course to put 
Tbe closest thing to a together the best roundof the 
WEEKEND BASEBALL. 
Angels now in first place 
Brian Downing and Don 
Baylor powered California to 
a doubleheader sweep over 
Chicago White Sox on 
Sunday, and the Angels 
moved into first place in the 
American League West for 
the first time since April 30. 
Downing's two-run triple 
capped a three.run rally in 
the sixth inning and gave 
California 4-2 victory in the 
opener~ In the. nightcap, 
Baylor homered twice and 
Lou Piniella's pinch homer Bill Robinson led off the 
in the eighth gave the ninth inning with a home run 
Yankees a 5-4 victory in the that snapped a 1-1 tie and 
nightcap, gave Pittsburgh Pirates a 2-1 
victory over New York Mets. 
Chuck Rainey, a, rookie Pirates lefty Grant Jackson 
righthander, tossed his first struck out two men with the 
major league shutout, bases loaded in the eighth 
scattering six hits in . and notched his third vietory 
Boston's 1-0. victory over 
Toronto. Stan Papl, playing without a loss. 
In the NL's only double. 
his first game of the season header, Montreal and St, 
in place of the Suspend~ Louis split. Ellis Valentine 
Rick Burleson, doubled drove in six runs for the 
tripled, driving in six i.uns in home the Red Sox's nnly run. . Expos wll:h a three.run Louis at Montreal was, 
the Angels 0-1 win. Jeff Newman hit' a Solo homer and a basealcad~ rained out. ' 
homer, and Milt Ramirez NAS L R 0 UND UP " " 
• un r 
thepitchiilg debut of Chicago Oakland's two-run seventh Blizzard is now a hot team eatoherWayneNordhagen, as the A's beat Milwankee 2. • ' who gave up two runs in the I. St ve McCatty and Dave i" 
ninth inning on triples by Hoaverlo combhied on a six- 
Rod CareT and Baylor and a hitter for.Oakland. . , ,_ . - .~ ~ . . .  ' ~ .~ . ~- - _  , : ' .  
grounder by Dan Ford. Toronto Blizzard, after a~ scored two goals to lead To- to a 2-0 lead on goals by make the halftime score 1-1. The Angels got a pair of In Saturday's action it was ii 
chilly start, have become ronto. LouSe Nanchoff and Nino Ian Anderson driiled a complete games from Dave Toronto 7,~ Boston 6; : ,  
one of the hottest eams in Calvert stole the ball from Zec• l~ut the Aztecs quickly penalty kick past Minnesota Frost and Don Aase. Frost, Cleveland 8, New York 4; AMERICAN LEAOO.E • NATIONAL LEAGUE " 
the North ..Lmerioan Soccer New England's Rings retaliated in the first half goalkeeper Toni Lettieri in 3-2, tossed a six-hitter in the' B alt!m0re 7, Detroit 5; East East • : 
double as Montreal won the 
opener 8-3; Right-hander Bob 
Fersch scattered eight'h/ta, 
and Tony Scott had a two'run' 
triple in St.Louis' five-run 
• ninth inning as  the C.ardS 
won the nightcap 11.3, 
In Saturday s action it was 
Cincinsti 3 Los Angeles 1;. 
New York 10, Pittsburgh 8~i 
Atlanta 5, San Francisco 4,. 
Chicago 4, Philadelphia i~/ 
H°uston 9San DiegoOand St, i 
League. 
The Blizzard won just one 
of their first eight 
But they defeate~ amea" New 
England Tea Men 3-1 
Saturday night for their third 
consecutive victory. 
Fort Lauderdale Strikers 
defeated Memphis Rogues 3- 
1, Los Angeles Aztecs 
blasted Atlanta Ceils 5.2, 
Tulsa Roughnecks dumped 
Philadelphia Fury 4-1, 
Dallas Tornado beat 
Washington Diplomats 2.1, 
Chicago Sting defeated' 
Detroit Express 2-1, 
Houston Hurricane 
defeated Minnesota Kicks 2- 
1, San Jose Earthquake beat 
Edmonton Oilers 2.1, San 
Diego Sockers blanked 
California Surf 1-0, Seattle 
Sounders bombed Rochester 
Lancers 4-1 nnd Cosmos 
edged PortlandTimbers 2.1. 
In an exhthltion match, 
Peerti Jantunen socred in 
the 59th minute to enable 
Bristol City of the English 
First Division to salvage a t- 
1 tie with Vancouver 
Whitecaps. 
Midflelder Cliff Calvert 
Cantfllo at 8:11 of the first 
half and fired the ball 
unguarded past Tea Men 
goalkeeper Kevin Keller. 
Ivan Lnkacovie scored 20 
minutes later on a pass from 
Peter Lorimer and Calvert 
scored on a Jim Bone assist 
with 14:10 remaining before 
New England's Brian 
Alderson scored. 
David Irving scored twice' 
and Clive Walker.for Fort 
Lauderdale which won its 
third consecutive game. 
The Rogues' only score 
was by midflelder Charlie 
Cooke, the team's player- 
coach. 
Angels diBernardo scored 
one goal and assisted on the 
game winner for the Aztecs, 
A crowd of 10,190 watched 
as the Aztecs plied up their 
highest goal total of the 
season. The score also 
matched the most goals 
given up by Atlanta this 
year. 
Foward Leo Van Veen 
scored the game winner at 
71:55 with an assist from 
diBernardo. 
The Chiefs had jumped off 
with diBeruardo scoring and the 13th minute of overtime 
~Williem Suurbler tying it at" to give the Hurricane its 
34:18. victory ~ Houston's ixth 
With a 3-2 lead, the Aztecs straight home victory of the 
exploded for twogoals late in season. 
the game off the foot Of The Kicks took a 1-0 lead 
openPr, and Aase, 4-4, threw 
a fonr-hitter in the nightcap.. 
The Angels now hold a one- 
game lead over Minnesota 
Twins, who lost 2-I to Kansas 
City Royals. Todd Cruz 
Walter Wagner. into haiftinie with a Willie smacked his first major 
Forward Lawrie Morgan goal at 32:12. The league homer, a two-run shot 
Abrahams scored two of Hurricane tied it at 38:20 in the eighth, and Steve 
Tulaa's three first-half goals, when Marnsc0 took a perfect . Busby scattered six hits for 
Abrahams outmanoeuvred lead pass from Anderson to the Royals. 
Philadelphia .: goalkeeper head the ball into the goal. There were two other twin. 
Keith Van Eroa for goals at Jose NeWs goal with'4:15 bills in the AL Suridny. 
14:57 and at 28:54. Sam remaining ave San Diego Steve Kemp homered .in 
Chapman added a goal at Sackers a 1.0 victory over each game, and Detroit 
21:34 to give Tulsa a 3-0 load. California Surf. 
David Robb got Phila- San Jose Earth(luakes .Tigers swept a pair from 
Baltimore 5-1 and 10-3. Kemp 
California 8, Chicago 4; 
Kansas City 7, Minnesota 4; 
Milwaukee 8, Oakland 4; 
Texas 2, Seattle 1 
In the National 'League, 
Dusty Baker slammed a two- 
run homer In the seventh 
inning to rally Los Angeles to 
an 8-7 victory over Cin- 
elnnaU. Trailing 7-5, Bill 
Russell and Reggie Smith 
singled for the Dodgers, and 
Steve Garvey's acrifice fly 
preceded Baker's homer. 
J.R'. Richard spaced 10 
hits, struck out six and didn't 
walk a man as Houston delphia's only score, a 
penalty kick that got past 
Tulsa goalkeeper Colin 
Boulton at 71:38. 
Allen Woodward added an 
insurance goal for Tulsa. 
Willie LIppens cored both 
goals foi" Dallas while Alan 
Green countered for 
Washington. 
Chicago Sting got a tie- 
breaking goal from Peter 
Ressel to defeat DetrQit. 
Derek Spalding had given 
Chicago a 1-0 lead with a goal 
at 8:08. Roger Osborne 
scored for Detroit at 28:15 to 
broke out of an eight-game 
losing streak to record their 
first victory of the year. 
San Jose scored the 'only 
goal of the first half as 
winger Dec Lawson sprinted 
past the Drillers' clefence to 
beat goalkeeper Jan En- 
deman. Paul Child made it 2- 
O at 64:22, before Edmonton 
came.back with its lone goal 
three minutes later by 
defender Lee Etack. 
John Ryan scored two 
goals as Seattle beat the 
Lancers 4-1 for its fourth 
vietcw In a row. 
also doubled in the opener to Astros defeated San Diego 4- 
drive in a run, and John 2. Tert.y Puhl smacked an 
Wookenfuas had t~vo RBI RBI doublefor Houston. 
with a homer and double. 
Jack Bllilngham threw a 
three-hitter in "the first 
game, and Dave Rozema 
scattered eight hits in the 
second. 
New York Yankees and 
Cleveland Indians split a 
pair. Paul Dade drove in four 
runs with a home~', single 
and sacrifice fly to back 
Indians rightbander Rick 
Wise to a 5-0 win in the first 
game. Wise yielded five hits. 
[ 
P inch-h i t te r  Dar re l  
Chaney snapped an 8-8 tie 
with a tworun single in the 
seventh inning, and Atlanta 
Braves defeated San 
Francisco 10-8, Chsrlie 
Spikes gave Atlanta an 8-6 
lead with a three-rnn pinch 
homer in the sixth. 
Steve Carlton tossed a 
fourhltter for his third 
straight complete game to 
help Philadelphia ,Phillies 
beat Chicago Cubs 6-4. 
Baltimore 
Boston 
Milwaukee 
New York 
Detroit 
Cleveland 
Toronto 
•California 
Minnesota 
Texas • 
Kansas city 
Chlcago 
Seattle 
Oakland 
W L PCt. GBL W L Pc,, O'BL:: 
29 16 .M4 .-- Philadelphia• 27 16 .628--;,~ 
26 17 .605 2 Montreal 25 15 •625 V=, 
26 21 .553 4 St. Louis 22 IS .550 31/=,. 
24 21 ,533 5 Pittsburgh 19 21 ,41S :6:/=: 
18 21 ,,162 S Chicago 18 22 ..4SO ~ 7!/2". 
,~  24 ,~$ 81/2 New York 15 25 ,375 101/z~ 
12 34 ,261 17:/2 West . . . .  
West Cincinnati . 25 19 ,5~ ' -~-~.  
28 19 '.596 - -  Houston 26 22 ,542 , I, 
25 18 ,$81' 1 San Francisco 25 22  ,532 ,~I/'2.¢ 
26 19 ,578 I LOS Angeles 23.25 ,479 " 
26 20 ,565. 11/~ San Diego 19  29 .396 8 .~ 
22 23 .489 5 Atlanta 17 27 ,386 8 ~: 
17 31 .354 11'/~ 
16 31 ,340 12 /, 
' Sunday Results 
Boston 1 Toronto 0 
Kansas City 2 Minnesota ! 
Oakland 2 Milwaukee I 
Texas 7 Seattle 3 
Cleveland 5.4 New York 0-5 
California 4.9 Chicago 2-1 
• Detroit 5.10 Baltimore 1.3 
Saturday Results 
Toronto 7 Boston 6 . 
Cleveland 8 New York 4 
Baltimore 7 Detroit S 
California S Chicago 4 
Kansas City 7 Minnesota 4 
Milwaukee 8 Oakland 4 
Texas 2 Seattle 1 
Today's Games 
New York at Milwaukee 
Oakland at Mlnnesota 
Cleveland at Chicago 
Detroit'at Toronto N 
Boston at Texas N 
Baltlmo~'e at Kansas City N 
Tuesday Games 
New York•at Milwaukee N 
Oakland at Mlnnesota N 
Cleveland at Chicago N 
Detroit at Toronto N 
Boston at Texas N 
Baltimore et Kansas City N 
California at Seattle N 
Sunday Resulti ' ~ 
Montreal 8-3 St. Louis 3.11 
Philadelphia 6 Chicago 4 . ,,, 
Pittsburgh 2 New York I . 
Los Angeles 8 Cincinnati 7 
Houston 4 Sen Diego O 
Atlanta 10 San Francisco 8 ; 
Saturday Resultl 
Cincinnati 3 Los Angeles 1 ' 
New York 10 Pittsburgh 8 ". 
Atlanta 5 San Francisco 4 
Chicago 4 Philadelphia ! : 
Houston 9 San Diego 0 
St. Louis at Montreal, pad., ~ 
rain• 
Today's acmes 
Pittsburgh at New York '! 
Atlanta et San Franclaco . 
Chicago at Philadelphia N 7 
CinCinnati at Los Angeles N ' 
Houston at San Diego N' .  
• Tuesday Games' , 
PhIladelphlo at Montreal. N 
Chlcagoot Pittsburgh N i 
New York at St. Louis N 1 
Cincinnati at Houston N | 
Atlanta at San Diego 2, N ~- 
San Francisco at LOS Angeles 
N ,,~ 
t 
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 Mears found: patience wins :him the lndy - ~ " '  . , . 
i ~. .... .-..: ::- ' . . :  . . . .  : . . . . , -  . : ." . . . . .  - ..: . . .  
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - -  ' :it for Bobby's ake but t liked dianapolladebut last year in youngest winner' hare nlnce 
~t~:b  d~:h Mn~m~:e: ~r i~ lw~mys.d~/ f l  ~ spectacular, fashion, by. TroyRuttmanwonin lOft.at 
i I " becoming the tint,and only age ~. .  --,.: . . . . .  ,. . 
• n)ckin to qualify, at Over 2OO , Driving aPenske PC6.COS. 
Uuser took turns trying 'to • posted48.eisecondsaheadof miles an hour : x . worth that he..sald he 
~Im.away with the race, then fear-time ehampion A.J. ~ ~ i  ~ie~"~an:di : ! : ta: : ! ! !  inherited the lead with 50" Fo~t.. • " . . 
~ni]ea to go and held on for . .Masrs,,who Is in,his first 
his first victory In the In- hall season of Indianapolis " - 
d~uapolla 5o0 Sunda~,.. - car competition, continued: 
~Rin break" came when "I don t know what would to come ~ack and try to .win for 58.'AI Up~er led 85, Foyt 
Bobby Unser-slowed down:~-o,have,bapponedff Bobby bad " it againnext year." :. . :for one. .  
'qdidn'tknowstflmtwbat runtotheflnlsh butlbelleve ~ears, who made the un- .Danny Ongala, fighting 
heppened to Bobby, l . la ter  iV, would/bays' been Very .heard of j.ttmp frqm duns .withhandllngproblems after 
found outhe:Iostsgearinthe c lose . "  . . ' ' .  ... .ouggy racing, straight to:  damaging a right rcar wheel 
, transmtsalo~ I bated to see . Mears made his In-.:Indlanapniin cars, wa~, the in a:bruah wlth.the wall, 
, , . " "  
 ii:Scheck ter. found':Grand Prix i was a battle 
-~MONTE CARLO, Monaco" fought la;ough the fieldfrom running a(the eM, around a abandoned the race on the the world championship transmission. Patrick Depalller of France last driver classified as a 
. '  . . ,  . . , . • 
rallied for third. Mears's The race's-':0nly..r0okie; ~(over Meare with a:record. "Lady and gentlemen start 
team-mate Bobby Unser; Rowdy Holm~ took seventh ~. breaking pace o f  165.767" your - /eng ines  .... from 
leader most of the second after falling .]oebind early,'  m.p.h',That's when the first speedway owne~ Mary, 
half of the $1 million race,- ,Mears,. wh0. .averaged cauti~)n, light came Out/Hulman --" was the first to 
was a distant fourth .after 158:889 m,p~h.l.not a:recerd, bunch.trig up the field behind retire to Gasoline Alley. Her 
losingfourthganr.Uuseriat trailed most:of: the-race ) the cautlea car - -  a neW rule car's engine gave out less 
45yasrsofnge, had sooghtto despite hl~:.~ Superior flda *year. The yellow flag than seven minutes into the 
become the eldest winner quafifying ~'pt~d of 193.738. ' oomeduring the middle of' event. ' " 
here; • , .. He ran second toA! Unser In the first round of pit stops. A Hucul got credit for 22 laps 
Tom SneeR, running .the -early 'going, dropped tow-in for Cliff Hucul of and his McLar en.Offy 
toward a sure fiflK crashed back." to sixth, midway PrinCe George, B.C,, 'who finished 29th over-all. Eldon 
heavily'in the third'turn late. through the :i'event, then lind stopped on the course, Rasmussen, a native of" 
in the event in the day's most picked hack iup for the was ~e reason.. : .  Standard, Alta,, now 
serious incident. He was stret~ run,. • . ,  . i Janet Guthrie, the only resldlng in Indianapolis, got. 
unin;[iwed. Mike MoRley took AtS0 miles, AfUnsWcrbad w0man in the race " and tba his Mantu-Offy through 58 
fifth. " " built a seven-second lead reason for the command laps and took 23rd place. 
California wh0had led until 
the favoritepassed her at the 
eighth pole and drew out to 
Win. 
In taking ~e fifft leg of the 
Now York Racing 
Association Triple Crown 
series for fillies Suturd~y, 
Davona Dale ra~ed the mile 
in l:3~under jockey Jorge 
Velasquez for her sixth 
straight stakes victory. She 
paid $2.80, $2,20 and $2.10. 
Eloquent, ridden by Don 
Piei~, went oft the second 
choice and returned $3 and 
$2,10. She fiflished 7V4 
" lengths ahead of the 35-1 shot 
Plantan, who.paid $~..10 to 
sh6~v. 
:,Each of the eight fillies 
carried scale weight of .121 
pounds. 
"'It was the sixth victory in. 
eight starts this year for Da- 
];:::: Sports 
BE'TURNS A WINNER 
GOETZIS, Austria (AP) --  
Jane Frederick of the united 
states, in her  first corn- 
petition since being rein- 
stated as amateur, won an 
international " women's 
pentathlon meet for the 
second straight year Sunday 
and raised her U.S, record to 
4,708 points from 4,704. 
Jekatorina Smiroova of the 
soviet Union was second 
'with 4,543 points. Diane 
J0nes-Konihowski of Ed- 
monton was fifth with 4,-497 
points. 
' .SELL MILT MAY 
DETROIT (AP) ~ Detroit 
Tigers sold veteran catcher 
bfllt. May, 28, to Chicago 
White Sex on Sunday in a 
cash deal hetwben the two. 
American League baseball 
• teams. The laft-handed• 
hitter, who also has played 
• with Pittsburgh Pirates and 
Houston Astros of the 
N~ationul League, lost his Job 
as the Tigers' No, 1 catcher 
to Lance Parrish. 
.~DRIVE FOR CHARITY 
'DONINGTON PARK, 
England" (API - - ,  Juan- 
Manuel Fangio f Argentina, 
one of motor atings all-time 
greats, will drive in Britain 
next Sunday ~r  the first 
ttmein 15 years to help raise 
money  for the Gunnar 
Nilsson Cancer Fund, 
Another forme~' "world 
champion, Jackie Stewart of 
Scotland, als0 will emerge 
from retirement for. the 
.event. The fund was laun- 
ched by Swedish Grand Prix 
driver Gunasr Nilsson 'two 
days before his death from 
the disease in London's 
Charing Cress Hospital ast 
October, 
WINS JAPAN DERBY 
TOKYO (Reuter) -- Top 
favorite Katsurano Haiselko, 
sired by Haiseiko, one of Ja- 
pan's most famous racing 
horses,' won the $478,000 
Japan Derby in record time 
Sunday. Katsurano Halseiko 
edged Rindo Puruban, sired 
by the British.bred Pleben, 
(AP) -,-,South African Jedy . 15th plaee to finish .second .track littered with disabled 
Scheckter. Inca Ferrarl onlya car's length ehind in. ears, . 
posteda:flag.te-flag victory a Ferrsri. ,' Third was Argentina's 
in~:the..Monac0 Grand Prix It was a fabulous racetbat Carlos Reutemann in the 
f0 r /Formula  One cars held excitement te.the final Lotus 79. World cbamplc~ 
Sunday, but Clay Regaszoni lap;. although/0nly seven of Marie Andretti of the United 
c~Swi|zerlsnd in a Williams the 20 .starter still 'were States in. the other Lotus 
" ] "h  ' T ats: one for her 
Davonal Dale ,  Calumet vona Dale, inch scored at a the overwhelming 'favorite, 
Farms, .. standout filly; different rack, She earned romped torn easy viotemy in 
clup'g~ 'down the Centre of $50,135, raising her season's the S28,100 Azalea Stakes for 
the track and won the M~3,550 bunkr011to $275,401. Shebas three.year-old fillies at 
AeernStekesfor three:year- Wonelght of her I0 Starts, Calder. Solo Haina clesed 
old fillies by2¥4 langthsat 'including seven RiSkeR; for wcll'to take second, with 
Belmont Park.. $418,836. " ., -- : Speler's Hope third. 
~A crowd of 31,980 saw At Monmouth Park, Bold At AtlanUc City, Bright 
Da'vnna Dale ~ -score over Ruckus easily upset the" View Farm's Super Spike 
Eloquent, the Harbor View heavily favored Northern and Elberon Farm's 
Farm .invader from Prospect to capture the 
$27,300 Select' Handicap for 
three year olde; 
Bo ld  RUCkuS, owned by" 
Gerry Going of Tel'onto, sent 
off as th~ 5-2 ~seoond Choice', 
drew awayto a 6%-length 
victory under jockey, Don post a nose Victory over 
MaeBeth'in I:I0 for the six Prize Spot in the &55,050 
furlongs, ' ;Honeymoon Handicap for 
Bold Ruckus returned three~yasr-old fillies. 
$7.00, $2 and $2,80. Northern .Variety .Queen, ridden by 
Rddy' Resales and carrying Prospect paid $2,40 and ~.20/: 
and Our Gary ~.60. 
At Arlington Park, Don 
Aronowi" odds'-oh, favorites ~
from New York, came on In 
the stretch to win the $42,950 
Shcky Gre~ene Handicap; 
In a close finish, the Ken- 
tucky-bred son of Lt. Stevens 
defeated Hot Words by half a 
length, with Washington 
County a neck back in third. 
The sevenf~long race drew 
nine starters, 
At Calder, Burn's Return, 
v 
! 
in two minutes 27.3 seconds 
for the 2,400-metre ace. 
TAKES OPEN TITLE 
ROME (AP) - :  Vitos 
Gerulaitis of the United 
States outlasted top-seeded 
Gullermo Vilas of Argentina 
6"7, 7"6, 6.7, 6"4, 6"2"~0 win the 
Italian Open tennis "cham- 
pionships Sunday. Gerulaitts 
canted $28,000. 
WINS FOURTH RAcE 
FAENZA, Italy (Reuteri 
- -  Defending world chain- ' 
pton Heikke Mikkola of 
Finland, riding a Yamaha, 
won the I ta l ian 500-co 
Motocross Grand Prix 
Sunday, the fourth race in 
the world championship 
series. Belgian Andre 
Vromas, on a Suzuki, .was 
second while: Britain's 
Graham ~oyce rode his 
Honda toth i rd  place to. 
maintain his lead in the 
championship standings 
with 77 points, 
WILL CLOSE DOORS 
MOSCOW (AFP)'--  One of 
the Soviet Union's. leading 
sports administrators,  
Vladimir Popov, told 
reporters Sunday that 
countries which allow apar. 
theid in sports will not he 
allowed to take part in' next 
year's .Mescew Olympics. 
Popov is vice-president of
the Games Organizing 
Committee. 
PERSHING TAKES i T  
STOCKHOLM (AP) " --  
Pershing, a six-year-old 
SwedishOwned stal l ion 
imported from the United 
States, heat entries from 
eight of the world's top 
trotting countries to win the 
$175,000 Elite harness race 
Sunday, Driven by Burnt 
Lindstedt, the favored 
Pershing won the mile race 
by Iz/~ lengths over defen- 
ding. champion Hadcl du 
Vivier, of France, driven by 
two-time Elite winner Jean- 
Rene Go'ugeon., Madison 
Avenue, another Swedish- 
owned U.S. import, tied for 
third with Express. Gaxe, 
also from Sweden. 
MegalOpolis won the two. 
divisions of the split Llnwo0~ 
Handicap for New Jersey 
bred three-~'enr-olds. 
At Hollywod Park, Variety 
Queen moved up from .four 
place ente~ng the stretch to 
118 pounds,- returned $21.20, 
$10.20 ahd"$3.40 in the 
' feattired~;handlcap before 
29,560. racing fans. She was 
timed in 1:41 3-Sin the 1 1-16-, 
mile turf event~' which had 
eight entries. . . 
Prize Spot, .117 pounds 
ridden by Sandy Hawley, led 
until the final strides and 
paid $5.60 and  $2.40. 
Whydldju, 121 pounds with'. 
jockey Laffit Pineay Jr.,." 
,finished third. .:"" :' 
ecorct, 
"turnoUt 
for hoop 
tourney 
SEATTLE (AP) --  Guard . 
Gus Williams scored 31 
points and centre Jack Sik. 
ma added 21 for Seattle and 
the SuperSonics capitalized 
on Washington's poor 
shooting to best the Bullets 
105-95 Sunday and take a 2-1 
lead in the National Basket. 
.ball Association chain. 
pionship series. 
It.was the 14th victory for 
Seattle in its last 15 home" 
games and came before a 
Kingdome'cr0wd of 35,928, 
the third largest in playoff 
~tory. 
The' fourth game of the 
bestof-seven playoft final 
will be played Tuesday night 
at the Coliseum, where the 
Senior have won 24 of their 
last 25 gamss. The lone 
exception was the seventh 
game of last year's final, 
when Washington beat 
Seattle 'I05-99 to take the 
NBA flue. 
The Kingdome .is being" 
used for a baseball game 
Tuesday night, .. 
The Sonicb led 81-25 after ' 
one quarter and 38-44 at the 
half as Washington could 
make just 14 of 55 field, goal 
attempts, a .255 percentage. 
22rid M the 76 laps, while 
running ninth, 
scl~ckter's victory, his 
second athla "home" circuit 
- -  he is a Monaco resident -- 
gave him in a clear lead In 
TWO DIE, 
UNION GROVE, wla. 
(AP) --. At feast two 
persons were kiiled 
Sunday when a dragster 
exploded, throwing debris 
into the stands a t  the 
Great Lakes Dragaway. 
Two persons were dead 
on arrival at  hospi~l in 
Ken0sha and,  several 
other persons were in- 
Jured, hospital public 
relattons director Karen 
Bradley said. The in- 
jured, she said, were 
being evaluated and the 
names' of the: dead were 
being .withheld pending 
notification of relatives. 
Witnesses said a 
flywheel ca&e off the car 
and •went into the Stands 
'in two pieces. Bystanders 
at the track identified the 
driver as Clayton Harris 
and.said he appeared to 
have escaped serious 
injury. Harrls's 
hometown was not ira. 
mediately available. 
The' force of  the ex-. 
pl0sion threw the debris 
into the upper grand- 
stand,', dragstrip owner 
Bob MetZler said. 
~.,witnsssos,said three or~ 
four .blood~stained, areas 
of the grandstand had 
been sealed off and were 
being . guarded by 
sheriff's officers. 
Racing was suspended 
for a time. An an- 
nouncement f romthe  
control tower said racing 
had been halted because 
the ambulance 'usually at 
trackside had been used 
to transpurt victims to the 
hospital. Pacing resumed 
about an hour after the 
exPlosion. 
standings. 
Gilles Villenouve of Bet- 
thlerville, Que,, who also 
started on the front row, 
chased his F errari team, 
mate for 54 laps before 
dropping out with a~brcken 
Scheckter new" tops the --  who drove his Ligier into 
championship' standings" fifth place behind Briton 
race with 30 points to 24 for John Watson,--in a McLaran 
Frenchman Jacques I~afltte, and Carlos Routemann, in a 
who finished fifth Sunday. Lotus. 
Villenauve, with 20 points, James Hunt of Britain, 
sharbd third place with who has never flnlahed this 
Chevy iwinner 
CHARLOTTE N.C. (AP) 
- -  Darrell Waltrip, 
capitalizing on a chassis 
adjustment late in .the race, 
pushed his Chevrolet 5.6 
seconds ahead of s duel for 
second place to win the 
World 600 'stock car race 
Sunday at Charlottor Motor 
Speedway. 
Rookie Dale Earnhardt, 
who turned in a spariding 
front.running performanuce 
For much of the race, and 
Richard Petty battled for the. 
second spot in a flatout drag 
finisher because France's 
Jean-P ierre  Jabouil le, 
seventh in a Renault, did not 
cover the minimum distance 
needed~ 
It was reported that the 
Arrows team might protest 
• • 76-lap, 158:406-mile race, was the results because Depuiller 
an early casualty when his. had a push.start by track 
Wolf, owned by Montreal oil marshals after being hit by " 
millionaire Walter Wolf, the Tyrrell of Didier Plreul 
came to a sudden stop on the early in therace. 
slipped past Pettygoing into track. Former. world cbamplon 
the third turn on the finallap Fourth was Britain's John . Niki Lauda. narrowly 
but Petty shot.low in the WatsonIn a Mclaven, and escaped injury, shortly af-  
fourthtumandmovedahead fifth, two laps behind the terwa.r.dswhenPironi, try!ng 
of I~he 28~year-old Earnbardt winner, was France's ~ to take Lauda's third plat ' in 
to put his Chevrolet across • Patrick Depalller in a Ligier, a tight corner, crashed fight 
the line in second.. Depaillar bad been on top of. Lauda's car, 
• Cale Yarbor'ough "and challenging for third place .missing the'Austrian's head 
only'two laps from tl~and,'i by less thana foot, Hewas 
BennYchevrolels,Parsons,finishedbOth drivingfourth but was slowest by 'eiigine carried piggy-back down the 
and fifth two la~ berhind the/ ~ trouble.. • ' ruad before the Car erashed 
leaders. ". In sixth, the last worid hack on to the road. 
Wal t r ip ,  de fend ing  championshippoint, was Despite the numerous 
chnampion i.n the WoHd 6~o, ' West German Jochen Mass crashes, no drivers were.In- 
eased past Petty to take the in anArrows. Mass was the jurod . . . . .  .~ .= .. .  
lead for good 58 laps from the 
race over the last 100 miles finish of the 400-lap race. 
of the 606.mile marathon., .,Y~:-.Waltrip had planned 
Earnhardt, racing only a 
few miles from his home, 
No flaws 
in his win 
• MONTE CARLO~ Monaco. 
(AP) - -  Alain. Prest of 
France drove a near- 
flawless race Saturday to 
win the prestigious Formula 
Three curtufn:raiser for the 
Monaco Glund Prix. 
a . 
strategy of running the final 
~.100 miles on one tank.of gas, 
a risky proposition at best. 
Rut's splnout by Bruce Hill 
seven laps after ~altrip 
made what could have been 
his f inal  pit stop gave 
Waltrip the chance to top off 
his gas tank and ease his 
worries about possibly 'run- 
ulng out .of fuel on the final 
laps. 
Waltrip collected $55,~100 
for taking first place and 
winning bonus money during. 
P~'ost, ' in a Martini: .the race . '  , 
Renault, took the lead from . On Saturday, Waltrip won 
the pole position and never " a 300-mi! e event for Grand 
was challenged throughout America cars~ at the, track 
the ~;lap~raee~ S !:~eve~t an~;:f011owe~. ;Wi~:win~.  
wid'ch:is e|ceel~, 'at~hedi6~:./Siifi~la'y:iffii,arand~liSiml 
the.Grand Prix teams tospot car from the Chevrolet 
new talent, stable. 
Past winners have in- 
eluded Jackie Stewart, Jean- 
Pierre Beltdise, Ronnie 
Peterson, Patrick Depailer, 
Jacques Lafflte and Didier 
Pirani, all later Grand Prix 
racers . . . . .  
Prost averaged 75.67 
m.p.h, for the race, covering 
the 49.39 miles in 39 minutes 
8.32 seconds. 
Oscar Pedersoli of Italy in 
a March finished second in 
39:13.53. 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
Parks & Recreation Dept, 
Swimming Pool 
Closure 
The pool will be closed 
MONDAY, MAY 28 
from 6 a.m. - 6 p.m, 
Regular scheduled swimming will resume Monday at 6 
p.m. with a public swim until 7:30 and an adultswim 
from 7:30 to 9:.00. 
. o 
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Battle continues r control o .:oolwo.rth,. :.s: 
NEW YORK (CP) -- A 
federal ower court has in. 
directly dealt a severe blow 
to Bran can's chances of 
acquiring the Woolworth 
retail empire by refusing to 
d is f ranchise Brascan 
stockholders who are op- 
posed to the controversial 
move. 
In throwing out a lawsuit 
by Brascen Ltd. of Toronto 
ngai~t Edper Equities Ltd. 
of Toronto, Judge Pierre 
Leval of the U.S. District 
to appeal the decision. . . . .  i~ . . . .  percent sha~h.olde.r.s..of the Leval no.tsd that Brasean ,rovlde. for. tenders by , Edper's chief U.S. lawYer," Edl~r had been ddm~'@d Canadian:e0rporatlon, we 
.IndelLyingBruseanandits exl~,?;eOtwtJn:~rlsagler~usly lshaaresfoa~reeignnt~ee~ wheae .se~.ng saarenol~.ers ~:ea  I~aymondF.a!lsLworkedon a enough "already and as a formed by Edper In-. 
U.S. subsidiary companies . . . .  ;, tea on any nero tar some penca t tune statement rote ~'riaay after major dhareholder ; of vestmenb Ltd. inlate March 
the injunctive relle~ they aamagedbyitatgreacceat, nstlanaisecurttlesexcbange by  tbe purchaser or a Levaldellveredhisdeclsion. Braseanhadarighttoealla for the purpose of acqulrtng 
sought against Edper, Levai of its investment, in the United Stat~ although depositary, as is oustomery Later, all parties consulted shareholders meeting effective control of Brascan. 
took note of a ruling, in Levalsald'thataprinciple listed" on Canadian ex- in tender offers." • in privato to ~e i,d~,,,,o , , ,~r^~.~ . . . . .  ~?.~..,... 
another case, stressing the r ' " elm • , ,-,-u,, . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  Edpor Equities is 'two- 
pu pose in Edper s m, nges. What.Edper did was to buy . chambers on thelanguage of buying, it must make a thirds owned ~ by Edper In- 
need for caution in cases . creasing its holdings on Leval said that since' a large amount of stock in the statement r . ,, 'A - • . . . .  public .statement Leva] vestments, the investment involving stock-manipula- prll30, when zt purchased Bsaseansharesareadmitied h  open market, bidding With .its acceptance and said ~ ' 
tion allegations when the in- 3.1mllllun shares, was to be ~ to unlisted trading privileges cautiously to avoid bidding public releas~,'Leval s id he ,,~ aJi other es-~,.ts the arm of Edward a~ui Peter Broniman. Patino N.V., a junctive process is sought as able "to oblige. Brascen's : on _the American exchange up the price of the stock to would dissolve the tern- " tom~A~ .~t~i~ ~'r~. 
vehicles for management to management to call a and are foreign, they are exeessivelevelsu~flessthere porary injunction that 'if ~]~7~L[ ;7 - - '~ '~ ' - - -  Netherlands-based mining 
thwart events that may be in stockholders' meeting to exempt from U.S. laws was large volume available prevented Edper • from " ~ ' ~  t..,,,,~o ; . holding concern, holds the 
the true interests of the voteontheWoolwor~tender requiring registration and st such prices, votingortradiaglts Brasean . .y~.  =,~,,,,,T~o,, = other one-third interest.". ... . 
stockholders, o,er -- $35 U.S. a snare mr bsunnee of statements. "This is not a tender offer, stoe~. : ' 
Court said he never would 
have let a Mayl temporary 
restraining order against 
Edper stand had he known 
what he now knows about he 
case. 
Leval found that Broscan's 
allegations of stock 
manipulation and pervasive 
fraud by Edper in par- 
chasing more than six 
million Brassan shares on 
the New York market on 
April30 and Mayl were 
without foundation. 
Edper now controls about 
eight million of Brasean's 
28million shares. 
The Brascan companies, 
including the two in- 
corporatod in Delaware for 
the porp~e of buying F.W. 
WOOlworth Co. of New York 
for $1.13billlou cash, planned 
In a 61-page opinion that 
was far.reachlng in scope, 
I~eval concluded: 
"Without expressing any 
opinion.., on the desirability 
of the Woolworth acquisition 
for Brasean, I am strongly of 
the view that  Brascan's 
shareholders should not be 
precluded by ~anagement 
from expressing themselves 
on so important a question." 
Since Edper holds a 30- 
percent position in Brascan, 
Leval said he hoped the 
Ontario Securities Com- 
mission would reverse itself 
and allow such a 
shareholders' meeting. 
• He said that when Brascan 
went o court and gqt its one- 
sided temporary restraining 
order, which now is virtually 
dissolved, it deprived the 30- 
New oil find not 
CALGARY (CP) -- A re. 
ported 600-million barrel oil 
find at Norman Wells in the 
Mackenzie Valley area of the 
Northwest Territories is not 
new, but development work 
on the pool is going on, Jack 
Underhlll, external affairs 
manager for Esso Resources 
Canada Ltd., said Sunday. 
"We haven't made a new 
discovery," said Undorhill. 
"What we've done is drill to 
confirm the existence of the 
oil pool under the Mackenzie 
River." 
A report said the discovery 
by Imperial Oil Ltd. was one 
of the largest finds in Canada 
in a decade and could 
amount o 10 per cent of 
Canada's conventional crude 
. oil reserves. The report said 
Imperial has completed a
study to determine the 
viability of a pipeline to 
carry the oil to southern 
markets; 
one of largest.yet 
firm the geological structure 
and size of the pool. 
"We confirmed that the 
oilprodncing reef does exist 
under the river and we are 
now doing studios which 
might lead to eventual 
utilization of that oil pool." 
A small refinery at Nor. 
Wells man barrePrOduces about 
3,000 a day of oil 
from the pool's crude. In the 
early 1940's a pipeline was 
built to Whitohorse and a 
number of development 
wells were drilled into the 
mainland por~tlon fthe pool. 
Underhill Said Imperial 
applied to the National 
Energy Board this year to 
add a secondary recovery 
system which would use a 
water injection process to 
improve the efficiency of the 
refinery. 
some 21 mlllim sbares. : In his opinion, Leval said even if a huge volume of The transcript" of' hls 
"(Brasean) management here isno clear definition of stock is accumulated in such. opinion Was made • available 
had not only refused Edper's what constitutes a touder fashion," Leval said. during the weekend. 
In only one instance did "Leval made ihis ruling 
shareholders'earlier requeStmeeting,for but'a offer and Congress was Leval find that Edper bad from thebench because he 
had gone further and post- • vague when it legislated new violated U.S. law when it said he wanted it known 
poned the previously rules forsuch transactions in gave,, through contacts with before the. three-day 'U.S. 
scheduled annual meeting 1968. the news media, a Memorial Holiday weekend, 
(to late June).., Edper's conduct did not misleading, impressiou that when thecourts and the U.S, 
"If, after the lifting of this constitute a tender offer it had completed its Brasean 'stock exchanges are cloued,i 
restraining order, Edper ...~. within the meaning of the purchases on the New York .so :- that Brascan' could 
proceeds tomake its demand 
for a shareholders' meeting, 
I would thick.it incumbent on 
management not to-oppese,. 
obstruct or delay the con- 
vening of such a meeting." 
In his findings, Leval de- 
streyed almost all of 
Brsaean's legal case in- 
cluding the allegation that 
Edper's buying of.so many 
Brasean shares in New York 
was in effect a tender offer 
for control. 
1968 law, he said. market after trading ended prepare its appeal; 
Edper did not engage in April~. But the Canadian stock ex- 
widespread solldJtotion Of The next day, Mayl, Edper changes will be open, giving 
stockholders, as Brascan Was hack on the American Edper another chance to 
claimed. "Indeed, it scrupulously Stock Exchange, purchasing purchase more Brascan 
more than three million shares. " 
avoided any solicitation upon sharcs. : Shocked • by Leval's 
the advice of its lawyers. Its Leval, however, said that dedsinn, Brsacan counsel 
purchasing was not con . . . .  giventheinnecenteatureof R y Reardon tr ied.un - 
tlngent on a fixed number of the misleading," it could successfully to have the 
sharss being offered, easily he corroctod now by temporary estraining order 
"It did not put out an offer Edper issuing a new public extended through Tuesday; 
at a fixed prlce and the form statement, agreed to • Edper allowing time for appeal. 
of the transaction did not. prunuceone. Leval refused, saying 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
MR. FIX-IT 
APPLIAHOEREPAIRS 
3781 Paquette St, Terrace, B.C, 
Phone 636-9206 
WILFRED HAGUE 
For Insights 
~ =~~ into Insurance 
" --Family Planning 
' ~ .  --Mortgage Insurance 
• " ~  --Business Insurance 
,]Ll~b.~--Income replacement 
~- -Reg is tered  Retirement Piannini 
- Brian MOnigomery 
Representative 
Business Manu')lLife Business 
635-9236 The M.mutactu le rs  U I , '  In~u,,~rl l  ,. C , im| , ,mv 635.9236. 
"The reason for putting it 
in is to improve the ner:ceol;ero~ 
for the long.term 
Underhill said in an cn- that small refinery." 
terview the oil pool was first Underhill denied 
discovered in 1920. But, suggestions that a pipeline to 
because most of the pool is carry the oil south was 
under the Mackenzie River, currently being considered. 
recovery is difficult. Imperial has held leases to 
Last winter, Imperial theoilpool jointly with the , EASTSIDE ] drilled three wells from ;ce federal government .since I 
islands in the river to con- 1944, Underhill said. 
Good r pl ]GROCERY&LAUNDROMATI 
yea for ap es I OPEN . " I 
HALIFAX (CP) - -  Nova t967,toalowofninoperceni i 7 DAYS A WEEK [ 
Scotia pple growers, havlng in1972. I To Serre }'ou I 
had their best year in a The predominant market 
decade, are looking for has been the United i WEEKDAY S 811 WEEKENDS 9 i l  i another recordbreaking Kingdom, but demand in the 
season this summer. Caribbean, Iceland, andNew I ' 4438 Lakeise o,~o ZlU4-'-'"" I The $12-million Nova Zealand has increased inthe 
Scotia apple industry is a last few years. ' YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
major contributor to the As with other Canadian ex- 
economy in the province and ports, the drop in value of the 
dOCK'S EXCAVATIHG LTD, 
Excavator JD6908 
638-8364 
Backhoe M,F,§O 
John Black 
5124McConnell 
Terrace, B.C. 
J ung le  J im 's  Pet  S tore  
- -Largest  Selection of Fish in the' Pacific 
Northwest 
--Complete line of small animal and bird 
products 
4607 LAZELLE  AVENUE 630-1064 
Pro-Toeh Electronics Engineering 
SERVING TERRACE & K IT IMAT 
Dale McFween, sales 
manager at Scotia. Gold Co-. 
Operative in Kentville, N.S., 
the province's largest fruit 
exporter, says he expects 
output o be better than last 
year's 2.5 million bushels. 
He said in an interview the 
appearance of the blossoms 
is good 10ut damp, rainy 
weather experienced during 
the past week will hinder 
growth. 
McFween says the 
Canadian output in the 
global market has ranged 
from a high of 16 pc/' cent in 
Economy 
causes  
problems 
NORTH VANCOUVER 
(CP) --  A Vancouver lawyer 
says firms that attempt o 
save fees by handling their 
own incorporation can run 
into problems. 
George Piggott old the an- 
nual meeting of the British 
Columbia Chamber of 
Commerce Saturday that 
some persons are using a$I0 
do-it.yourself book to in- 
corporate their businesses, 
thereby hoping to save fees 
charged by lawyers and 
chartered accountants. 
However, the economy 
move causes more problems 
than it solves, he said, 
because such things as the 
filing of annual reports, tax 
records and other required 
documentation are often 
overlooked. 
Piggott also said he thinks 
the lawyer-client relation- 
ship in small business i  not 
as good as it should be. 
Canadian dollar has brought 
bettor eturns for producers, 
but working agaimt that 
were European Common 
Market taxes that have 
taken a heavy toll on export 
possibilities. 
"We lost our competitive 
position relative to the 
countries inside the 
market," said McFween. 
To offset European taxes 
and to spur development i  
the industry, the provincial 
government has offered a 
number of incentives to 
apple growers. 
One program, a $2-a-tree 
planting subsidy, en- 
courages development of 
new rarities and planting 
densities. While 40,000 new 
apple trees are planted each 
year another 10,-000 old or 
diseased trees are cut down. 
The industry is also 
"gearing up to increase' its 
output to four million bushels 
a year, David Robinson, an 
economist for the provincial 
agriculture deportment, said 
in an interview. 
The federal ngriculturaL 
research station in Kentville, 
N.S., has been increasing its 
research in the apple in. 
clustry each year. One o f  
those involved, Dr. A. David 
Crowe, has been working on 
a new strain of the Macln. 
t~h apple which will be 
resistant to applescabe., 
Crowe says more research 
will be conducted In future, '
especially in green apple 
strains which yield the high 
juice content he Industry 
wants. 
About 45 per cent of this 
province's annual apple 
production is used in 
processing, while a smaller 
amount is exported to 
foreign consumers, and the 
rest is sold for domestic 
table use. 
We Service All Commercial & Home Entertainment 
Appliances Including Microwave 
Warranty Depot 
Sanyo Soundesign, Kenwood 
Morse Eiectrophonic 
Hammond Certified Technician 
3308 KALUM 
VAN'S CONTRACTING 
i~"$ ' Furniture Repair 
~ Restorations, Hope Chests 
::~'.~.,Custom Made Furniture gefinishin! 
~Genera l  Buildin! C0ntractin! 
m 
2510 Kalum Slat. Terrace 
Ready MIx Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of 
Cement, V4 Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHON E 63S.3~36 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
, Construction Ud. • 
. ~ 
Plant Off Krumm Road 
Thornhlll 
I 
Plumbing • Heating. Commercial Servicing 
Residential • Industrial. Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal She p 
Charlie Belanger ..... 
' . PLUMBING& HEAT INGLTD/  
-. ~ ;~Uniqge'Oathreor~B0ut|qUe:!: -;~,;i,~,~. ,.... 
4436LAKELSE AVENUE 
R.O. Box 53' PHONE 635.9319 
TERRACE, B.C: VHG 4B5 OR 635.9320 
Install & Service Gas, Wood & (HI Furnaces 
6:35-5134 
Terrace Electronic RePairs Ltd, 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
SERVICE ON ALL 
( ,~P~L MAKES OF T.V.'s 
~ O  Warranty Depot for - 
We x;~r, Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania . ., " 
MON.- SAT. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
4~23 l~lk(,lst, ~;15-4543 
I 
(;i,A( IER 
S A Colnplete Glass and 
Alundnuln Service 
441'8 Legion Avenul 
.Terrace, B.C, 
Cleaners Ltd. 
Mat  , 
FOR THE BEST IN 
SUEDE ANO LEATHER 
CLEANING 
• 2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini  Mall  
(Next  fo Mr .  Mikes) 
635-2838 . 
CASH F- TAX 
BILLS TAX SERVICE 
4920 HALLIW[LL AVEHU[ TERRACE 
lO:OO a.m.•to 10:00 p,m. 
Phone 635-3911,,, 
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY 
SERVICE 
BROCK F UGE R. 3~,~ oLo tAK~LSE tAKE OR,V~ 
t~.~lS7' TERRACE e.c 
o. 
e & A JANITOR SERVICE 
Rug cleaning by hot water extraction L " 
2 rOOmS & hallway. $70- meat houses 
FREE ESTIMATES / 
635-6622 4732 Halliwolll 
I 
• SMALL APPLIANCES. LAWN MOWERS-' 
R ENOVATING, BICYCLES. ETC. 
Handyman Unlimited 
Call BILL or DALE 
636-8277 or 635-3967 
e 
i 
aESIDENTIAL PLUU,INe ~.~rt~ATER 
' HEATING~.TERATtOr4Sa .~ .  VlCE 
• • % 
3943 Mountalnvlew 
Terrace, B.C. 
f 
Jan's 8 Hot Wa r Heating 
2 " 4717 WALSH AVE.  
PHONE 638-1468 . TERRACE.  B .C .  
i i i 
Cal l  us  a t  635-6357 9 to 5 
t 
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[nvestigation into cr . . . . . .  . . . . .  : . . . . .  
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ash 
shows engine bo l tbroke off 
CHICAGO '(AP) - -The  O'Hare International Ai r - .  The'support l~n"and bolt 
fracture of a 7,5~cantlmetre port. . : : probably bear the greatest 
bolt caused an engine to fall . .The wreckage is about one leas as the plane takes off, 
from the American Airlines Idlometm from where the said..W.W, Schader, senior 
I~,-lO ]etllaer that crsahed engine landed.in the '$rass dimc.tor of qualilya~mranoe 
Friday and killed m per- beside the runway.. • to r . "Amer i~n.A l r l in~,~.  , 
sarah the National Tran- ' No canadla~ are known" Burr, barn", has., sald i the sportatlon Safety Board 
• • to he have been aboard the !imlaary investiptim 
(NTSB) said Sunday. plane, ' ' ' . . ' ~ le~atod  "no evtdmoe of 
Elwood Driver, vice- Invesligat~aflewoverthe pilot erroi" o r  that the 
chairman ~ the NTSB, said .w~.hage ..Sunday," e~llao Itsal~ malfunetlo~d 
the  board  yoted unanimously photographing It during takeoff... , - .  " 
to recommend that siniliar 
engine support systems on " "We're looking at the way Inveaflptors hate sa/d.it 
all DC-10s be inspected inwhiehthewreckagelays,,, probably, would be two 
immediately. Bob Buckhorn;a spokesman mths  bafom investigators 
for the National Tran- de .t!mln!thaeaaCteameo~ 
Such an m'der would have sportatton Safety Board the crash.:... ' . . . : i  . 
to coane from the Federal (NTSB),. said .Sunday. "We - Tw0f l i~  recorders were. 
Aviatlm~Admlalatratlon. hepethlawill'~elluswhon.lt reonve ied  : f rom, .  the  
The bolt - -  one of those started to come apart." wreckage, but almost none 
carryingfixing thethe wingmetalenginecaseto " "" "i":' : . i ' ; '" .  " 
the pylon stretchlng from the ' ' " : " - ..... .'.,. ':-~: ~ . ,~ ,  
- -  was found 2.670.  m . ' ~f~. ' i "~- : ; '  DC IOs STIL, : metres down tho runway . • . .~ . ,  - ,  
where  F i~t  191 took  . . . . . . . .  : ' " " '  ....... ' 
~f, Dr i i~ "sa id .  . . . . . . .  , . . . .  ' t ,, ' : " . ~ ":. 
. . . . . . .  F-.,  G.HERE 
bolt alone t~baidd-h~ fha~e~ "  ':'-:V~ 
caused the plane to crash its tWo new DC-f0s out of sa iv ica .baeansa ,  i~ l f ,~e: i  
and that the plane should . disastrous crash of a similar plane in Chicago, s~yS '~ 
have stayed aloft with two a~rlino president Man Ward. . 
engines, , B~.phNader, U S; consumer aetlvist,'i~!~l~ed his ,7 
He said the cause ~ the  c ~ s  Federal Aviation A~t ion  to ground.  
• ' . i l  fireball crash, which killed m~ u~-z.os until they can be ' . ,examined became.  ~. :  
~1 aboard and two parsons • s I an'u,c,mral defect aflectb~ other DC-10'aircraft . 
on the ground, still is being m po~lble, - . . 
l avea~ Ward, in a telephone interview from Edmonton on I 
The orm~ of the Los Saturday, said: "There is no rcom for panie. There are I Angelesbound wide-bodied hundreds of'thone planes In theak " " " ' .- ..'. J 
Jetllner occurred shortly " I  m surethat theFAA, M~.l~el l  Dougias:(tile:..i. : f las~ el 
after the engine fell from the prone s mantuacturer) and. the Canadian govm'anient'..~. I : mflli~:ticteto . . . . . .  
~lmm " . . . .  : . ' : . . . ' '  ' .  I . i .  "~ , - -~ '  - -~  • left wing to the ground and will lafonn us if there is a pn .. :;:45,000< ...
. .., ~ ...... ,: ': '..!- -": : '-- J p'rizcs " ::(.worth seconds after the plane loft ' " " "" ' "1  i f  q " " ' , I "  " : " '' " I< lff.,121,~00".) ,:'i:i'7;::/}'.-:,,>.-./ "., 
New Cardi alT:f . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . i  : 
• . . . . .  n or ,  : :  < • . . . . . .  . . . .  . 
.... • o .o , ,o  <o,> _ , . , . . . .  w , . .  .:: . .  Carter told" " " 
~t~-  ° Gera ld  Emmet.t.. ~oir I~...llels.; :and  I m ; ye!#:  ; t i t le  o l .  C ~  lk  " la rge ly  the  la te  Mark. ; . .~. .  ' "  
-,orvnm wu one ot nappy me: four  i :  ~ .7  honoilf le. .:Bu.i[ f lve":"'eardlaMs:ol/~. " b i~-  - • ,, ' Thomas  CaRer. A 
15 new cardieala named .awarded to. ~ .cl~i • he::"uedertheageo~ Ale:lander,. has beent  
• ~lld~..b_yPol~JobIpo.el. Sald~. , " ..-:" :... ., ' :.,' f~t iun /no  .me :eli~,'~lin": bishop ~.SaultSte...Marie 
• nave  a an 'on8  t in -  . "Over 50 pc" cent ot t l~  ' Per fo rm "e lecunga Pd l~e; . ; s ince  t9~7. .  " . ,  " . .  :7 , :  pression that . Im ' . "And  ' ' " • . . . . .  . .  " : .... • d,~m~l..,,~o,,~.,.  , , .~ .  Cath011mlaCaondar~ldeln _ _ its-~e..fmlctlon i. :.~a,~ . . . .  . i~,. ." i . . . ._ . :~ ~. 
news and around Toronto.. . ..... lle .. ..nave m ~xer.. . • . .. co.of.eran~ following ' . . . . .  , .  . . . . . .  e l se . .The  Pone is vounm~r Mother '. Mary ." ..Lenore, '.. 
nma.p~, mun.ent.. . . . . .  ~e~Cana~-ns  thanXam, an~:he i ia -v"e~ US.~tan.t.superlor:at...ti~ .: 
m~m~ a .m~ea ~ um ap- are .'.~b~-g. e Cardinal rlahi~, vigorous man.', ~. ' ::.m°~_ m" .n.ouse of the  .SiSterS... 
po. . i tn.aay ny auge.o arennisnop 'of Winnipeg; Carter. will remain", at-; m i'rovlaoncei In Kl~gstoh, 
~aunan, la_ t~. .  P.ope:s ~aulEn~le cardlaal Lnger, chbishop.of Toronto, but hiS Ont. Ano}.her s_lateri:M|iy, b . 
uve m.canaus, m Archbishop of Montreal, new title will al low him" Mother May tar tero f  the , 
~, .da 's .  fourth cardinal retiredandllv~gla Atrlea; granter aeoeu t0 the PO,- Sa=edHea~taiSterstnWin. • 
• . This m a tribute to the and Maurlce Cardinal Roy, wtth whom he said he ent~'  nlpeg.. A third .sister, M~" . 
' church in a very Vibrant .Arehb~op of quebec. ' adosa relatloushln . "Y" , '.Margaret Dugpn,:.live~'5~ :.: 
' , ' . • i, . "A eardlnel, h l . 'aeeo ided  Montreal,"Another. tirother, . 
, :. " ]F J r /~  "~ ~r~ ] r~ ] [Nr l l  '~  ] r ) ]E~T T ~ J Pi'IncelY. poWelii;: but he: hi::}•0~'il! la:...dead • . • ." .i{-:':• ~"::/ 
: wv a .~.~ l  ~'t.~ ~r ,~/~/~ , :~ .~.  u~,  ~m~:~: : : , : :~d i~ ~; .  Ca,~;.: 
• "-.. • . . . . .  . . "  - . . . -  : l ' " .paw~.--  . .',::v ?.,;:.::....':,Spen'thi~flr~ti~yea=~.~. 
i ' i  l i~i~i , l l i ' r l r l l i~ A f~; l l~ i -~ i  I.. When vq~ Jolm PaUl Was  ."prlesthoed work ing  .In 
. ~ ~ 1  11  v- ~z l l3 l%~ ; I Kare l  C~!rd~l  Wollt~la of various ed~ation f i e lds .  He  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  __ :__ _ I Poland, he met Archbishop founded St Jose h s X'~t.~M~, wain. u~t - ;  Tne l~aaned JU~ , • P 
_ • , Carter of London, ,Ont., teachers  onliegeinM0ntreal 
It was love at flint wedding in Seattle hash t during a Vatican Council in In 1945, the first college for 
sight,, says 76-year-old really caught on with 1~4andaplnatsyncdsand English-spsaking Roman 
Myrtle McNeil. ' Mrs. McNeil's four eldl- ~irk committees. Cathol/c teachers in Quebec. 
"The minuute I' saw dren. She was widowed a In 1917, cardlanl W~la  In the same year, Carter 
,Tony walk throngh that . ~.  before Bailey was invited the archbishop to was named the first 
done,  I knew he was the make an official visit to pr~|dent of the Thomas 
one I've been walling "They t idnk  l 'm very Poland, wMeh ha did. . ' .More Instltuto of adult 
~ she' said Friday foolish," she said," Thenewcardlonl w llgoto education in Montreal 
the 'oonple applied wasplng Butiey by hla Rome on ~Jane 30 for hla 
for . thelr marriage arm."But l've never had formal Investiture, The author of three books 
linenoe, anyone like,: Tony, and . --  The Catholic Public 
wlth the few years I have, The POPe wll] presant a liai 8chaols c~ ~uebec, 
Her future husband,, lfft, ifleanbehappy, l'm of nemea to the new car. Paycholo~ end the Cross, 
, Tony Bailey, is 19. going to be happ:." dinal~,andtheywfll i|xlleato and The Modern C~allenge 
• • . their coonont by i t lng  o f f  to  ReHiPous  Eduealion - -  
their red berets. Then the ca, rter holdsliberal rellgtous pl eardineis will exebange their ~ews and was one of the tint 
Wife  takes  h i s  ace  , . . .  o , , , , , , . .  purple bbhe~' robes for the wieais. In canada to me 
"o f  the cockpit c0n~ersatlon 
was recorded after takeoff 
became of a power failure. 
Tha .recording stopped 
with . the, word. "dkmn,"  " 
Investigators said, .This tape 
andthe ~e frem the flight 
data recorder are  being 
stu,iind in Washington. " . 
_ A spokesman fertha safety 
• board in Wa|ddngton said it 
would be at least he middle 
of thb week. be forean 
• . . ~ . ~"  . , .  
NIAGARA FAI~LS, Ont. 
(CP)  .-- Five :.{wlan~g 
numbers, each worth" $ I  
'm i l l i on .  were drawn Sunday 
• . ,h i  the Provincial lottery . 
• The numbers are 440~013,.  
' ~ ,  ~32S2S, 267~ and 
• 9511406. " " , 
Baned on the sale of hine 
• i there were 
7:1,:/,:; ! :I,I"L 
:.: .0:~ ii: 
:chUdr~n~ i 
. .  ,,,-• . . .  
. .. , • ~ ; ' -  - . .  . • 
: ' . . .  
~iy~iS  d the '  In fo rmat ion ,  ,i:,i 
-on  the  f l ight  data  recor l r  l a  " ~7:~: 
• ava i lab le .  . • ". " : :7  
The vo ice  tope  does  have  :':':; 
-conversation before ths ~:i~! I 
engine broke• ,off. In- [~: 
vesUptors .could hear the, 
crew..complete he nm'mal' .~:, 
pro-flight oheckoff as the 
•plano taxied :to the. runway 
and lus~uct i~ from the co-' 
speed fo r . take~f . .  . ' . . .  
. . . .  : / . . ,  q . . .  , . 
l 
t IOtV IF~g!  7 > 
LAHORE, PakiStan (AP) Party offlelals said The fol lov~flay, July I, se~. oe.. . . . .  . 
- -  The exeontivo commiltea Saturday that Mrs. Bhutto iS upon learning ix me ap- there will. be an open ~, . , . . . .  n,~- - .  ~, . , . . . .  
i i  I ~ v ~ l l l u l ~  • i l i u l l~  Iv&Ui l l l t i "  of the Pakistan Peoples wohibltedunder martiallaw ' celobraUon, wobably on 
Party has unanimously orders from taking an active the stem of .~t p . . , . , .  ,, Elect Joe Clark sent his, 
eleetzd Nusrat Bhutto as part in polltics .end her Carter sa'-id. . . . .  ~ ' - ° '  ~eo~ffatulaUons. ,t/ 
party ehalrman to succeed daughter, Benazir, wiilssrve - - . , ~eorge, Cardinal FIahiff _ ,~ ,~ Mon~, .  ~rter. said ~ appoin~ent "s yes her  husband who was e~aar i l y  as  .party 
executed last mmth. . _ai[en~on ~.i. va~rk 's  boys' us again the balance that 
~he had assumed But the choices appear scnon/ana onrne¢~a Phl)In Pope Paul Vl established 
edncation . from, ti~ wi(h two Eng i l sh -s l~  
leadership ofthe party when symbolic, since both women U~v~'slty of MontreaL , . and two French.speaking 
her husband, ZuHlknr AH were tokon into custody tw@ srne eardlnal also, has i. eardlnals in Canada" " 
Bhutto, was arr~ted and months before Bhutto's doctor of law~ de~.e~r[rdm: ; Like ti~ Pope, Cardinal 
convicted l i s t  year of or- hanging ondaro being held t~..Univ~.aityo~ .W~ '~' carter is an. avid 
deringfl~amauleatinnela in policeeamp. - ontar io ,  coneordta i  I~kyer)Md. l~ J0ked.~t0 , 
p011tlcal doll. Bhutto was Zia ~,erthrew Bhut~ in a Universit.y an.d the Unl~! ~ r s  that '#maybe We'fl:/" | : .  
hanged AWII 4. coup in July,. 1977. ven|ty o~ wmmm¢, :, • ii ~ ;a  match Jums so., ;::., [ .  
i": , : ! " : ' : . :  i":.::~i: 
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Warning:  Heal lh  and Wel fa re  Can , ida  adv ises  that  danger  t~hea l th  fncreases w i th  amoun!  smoked-avo id  inha l ing  
,4t~r~e per cigarette- Rep, ula~: "far" ]4 m E, tt!C 0.9 nlg RInl~ See: "l,-ti" 12 rng Nic. 0.9 mg 
~.~.  -<~.~ :~:~-v~t~%" i~. .~: . .~ .~ '4 . :  C ~ I '~?$ . .v ; " :  '~ ~ ' .  • . ' .  . 
~ ~ i ~ , . i ~ % . : ~ . ~ ' ~ ' ~ & ~ . ~ ~ . ~ :  ' . ~ .~- .~- ' . /~ .~ , :~ - . . . .  • • - . . . . . .  
~"~'~ .... ~ , - * " '  ~ : ,  ,~ '  ~"~:%'  • '~ .* / -~  ~+~"~'  " .4 :  ~ ' , ,~- - ' -~ , , , / " "  ~ ' '~ , "  ~ ~ 
. • , : . . 
member L d, b o ,ro  a journalism program at the University. of Victoria to 
: work for the Herald for the summer as a r, eporter. 
, . . . .  i ' • ; , ,  . " .  .~La :L~_ ,~ . , . • " 
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3207 Kolum 036.72~/4 
Vitamins 
and 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
CLASSIFIED RATES SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
LOCAL ON LY: SUBSCRI~PTION 
RATES 
20 words .or less $2.00 per Effev.tlva 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 Octebwr 1,19/8 
cents par word. Slngle Copy 20c 
3 or mo~:e ,consecutive In- By Carrier mth 3.00 
serllons :$1,50 par Insertion. By Carrler year33.00 
Ey Mall 3ruth 15.00 
REFUNDS: By Mall , /  6mth 25.00 
First Insertion charged for EyMall year,15.00 
• whether run or not. Senior CP(Izen year 20.00 
Absolutely no refunds after 
Sksena Health Unit 
3215.2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-4301 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Healtl~ Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON-' 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30-3:50 p.m, Please phone 
for an appelntment. 
Held at- the Thornhlll 
: ' i '  
The Timberline 'Cycle GEMINI EXCAVATING New & Used household 1971~Fiberform 24ftx8ft. 210 Wanted torent bachelor apt. 
Association meet the last 
Thursday of each month at 8 
P.m. in the Public Library 
Meeting Room. Membership 
is open to all .motorcyclists 
but octivittes are oriented to 
trail and track events, Dues 
are $I per month' for adults 
and free to . full-time 
LTD. 
(Wes Andrews). 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3419an.ytlme . 
'cff) 
goods, gardening equipment, 
books, tires, plus other 
useful assorted necessaries 
to be sold cheap. 4102 
Skogland Avenue, Staruday, 
June 2,1979 10 a.m. to 3 p.m, 
(C4~lJune) ~ 
liP motor with O.M.C. 'log. or.room for immedinte c. 
Toilet, alcohol stove, icebox, cupancy. Contact the 
sleeps 6, CB,./LM FM radio, Menagerof Saan Stores Ltd. 
telephone founder & skiff. Phone 635-~.738 or Sandman 
Phone 624.1384. Asking Motor Hotel 5-9181 ask for P. 
$9500.00 (C3-25,31M, :(C3- Martei. (Cffn-7-5-79) 
25,31M, 1June) 
Responsible, working couple 
requires 2 bedroom hotwe. 
ed hes been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be~ made befor~ 2nd 
Inserllo~n. 
Allowa'nce can be m~de for 
only ~ne Incorrect ad. 
6OX. NUMBERS: 
75 c.onts pick up. 
SI/JB mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per ~gate fine. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGA~- POLITICAL and 
TRA~NI ; IENT AD.  
VERTISI'NG: 
83.60 per column Inch. 
BUSIN'£SS PERSON/,.I.S: 
54.00 per llne par month. 
On a ~ month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DIS PLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
pUbllcotlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day prevlous to 
day of publIcatloo ~onday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTApLISHE;]~ ACCQUNT. 
ServiCle charge of SS.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheque e. 
WEDDING DESCRIP. 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
aS.00 predu¢tlen charge for 
British Commonwealth and 
United $,tatea ()f Amerlca one 
year SS .00 
Bo'x 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
/HOME OELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thomhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Elementary School on the  students. AII members are 
fourth Friday of every requlredt0jointbeCanedlan 
month from 1:30.3:30 p.m. Motorcycle Assoc. as this 
Please phone for an ap- will be a chartered club. 
polntment. Parents and spouse are 
Babysltters who bring welcome to attend. 
children must have parents The primary aims are the 
written consent for Im. improvement of individual. 
munizatlon. ; ridar skills and awareness of
ADUI'T CLINICS hoW motorcycles work and 
These are held at the Health ' should be mainlained aswell 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday as the brgunizing of group 
and Friday from 3-4:10 p.m. trail rides into interesting 
. local areas. The.. eventual 
The Herald reserves the by appointment only• ;PRENATAL CLASSES gold will be to hold C'MA 
sanct'ioned Motocross, ~rlghtapproprfatetO cle slfYheadingsadS ndUnderto Classes are held throughout Endm'o and. Trials events. 
set rates therefore and to the ,year at Intervals. for For more information phone 
dahtrmlne page location, expectant parents. Phone Tom at 63,5-6384 (9.6) or 63,% 
• the Health Unit for details • The Herald reserves the . . . . .  7384aftar8nm fne-3031M) an,, reglsTral'len r. • ~-  , rlghtto revise, edit, classify u,'~,e *,,,,~,,,~. ,- . . . .  ~ 
or relect any advertisement ,']~",= ,,u,,o.,,~ ~.,~=. WOMEN'S ' 
and to re,sin any answers ,.--uw,one--,onre~eralN-t~'sln'g"c-are-I~n'm-e-n-°m'ermr ' NIGH, OUT 
directed to the Herald Box . . . . . . . . . .  Guest Speaker . Dr 
R ~ l v  ~,~r~l~n x n d t n  r~n~v ~rom mew ~amuy aocmr, discussing 
~cust-omer"thesum"na"l~l Terra(~e area only. , ~K~l~me~,l 
Cancer 
for the advertisement and HEALTHPARADE l~"d'ay,  May 3i - 7:30 p.m. 
hnv  ,nn* : t l  " l-or 4 year old chlldren. Held a ~  , " . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  =_ ..~_ Women s Growth 
Box rep~es on "Hold" mmon~l~ra M_°nv°a.Y o~ every Cent1~,471tLazelleAve.pur 
Instructlons not plcked up . .  . ,  .~e. e!opment.a~, m.o~,,h~ermaUen ~aH 
VlSlOn, near:ng screening 4s:,~. wlthln 10 days of explry of an . . . . .  S145.,,J~e4-31M) 
Done ~,~ease pnone ror ap ,~. advertisement .wll l  be . ." . " ...... .: :. 
destroyed unless mailing pP°l~mon_~,. "~*.i~I~I~F, RS'.CIRCLE 
K NATAL BREATHING T " Instructions are received. . . . . . .  errace Little Theatre 
Those answering Box .&..RELAXING EXERCISES presents "Winners' Circle", 
tlelo every ~onaay af an eve Numbers are requested not ~ . .  _ " ~ of award-wliming 
mrnoon ar 1.2 p m ' lecal talen 'Fri to send originals of . . . . . . . . . .  ' • t, day, June1.  
documen~sto avoid loss. v...u. ~.~.,r,,~ . : 8:30 p.m. at the R.E.M. Lee 
All claims: of •errors In He~.a every. Monaay at 3:30 Theatre. Pamela Shaw, 
odvertlsement,; 'must be  or oy~ppolnrment. .. Denise Kenney and Rachel 
received by the publisher ,~.~' '~.! '~N . ". ". Reaystar in the first half of 
wlthln 30 days after the flrst me puo,c n eaHh mspect.o.rs 'the ev(~ning, performing 
,----..~-.--,."'h"'':"' are now snuated, m Eoy music, thcatreundmime. At 
If Is agreed by the ad. Street. They.. wlll be pleased 9:30 we present Isadora 
TO aSSIST wlrn any sanlratlen and " vertlser requesting space . G.B. , a one-act play 
that' dhe~'tlabg.lty~ of the" problen~.~, ~, -'.' : . . . .  ~'~ ~.~hon~ at the. 
Heral~intheeve~:offallure S..PF=~CH '~ ANO , : :HEA~[~(~: , f~  Zohe~ ,  Drama 
to pul~rl~h an ad~';'tlseme,~t ~ ~=.'.'~'~ .~ :_~':_ . " ~:-'" '"~'"~:~ F~RtVni. TicketS-available 
r~e,a at 4elz ~rmg Avenue~ ,• at I~'CoU s Real Estate. or In the event of an error Hearing tests will be done by (nc-lJ) • 
appearing In the ad. referral from family doctor: 
vertlsement as published or cOmmunity health nurse. The Kitimat.Muaeum shows 
shall be l imited to the 638.1155. 
amount paid by the ad. LONG TERM CARE 
vertlser'for only one In. 
correct insertion for the 
• SKEENA COLORS 
• Resldenttsl 
Commercial Painting 
(aJ4) Phone 6~1.1135 
SPOT CASH 
'FOR 
Yeur old furniture, .gun,-. 
What have you. We buy-sell- 
swap-trade, 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
321S Kalum Street 
Ph: 638-1613 
Have well mannered I r i sh  
Setter. Interested in  ling 
term rental. Rent with opti~ 
For Sale: One-man Kayak. One Simson-Maxwell 6 to buy 8.30 - 4:30 Monduy- 
Size 34 MX. leathers. Phone : cylinder diesel with23 KVA I Fr iday cai1635.6355 Local 52. 
638-8257 after 5 p.m. (1)3- phase 110-220 volta Stamford Weekends or after 5 call 8- 
~M) Alternator. One Catorpiller-6 1060 (Cffn 4-5-79) . . 
cylinder diegaf with 23 KVA I 
1978 34:ft. Fiberform. Marc phase 110-220 volL Cater- 
23315'. 2wiper; rod holders, pillar serf regulating AC 
dual horn, trim tabs, com- Generator. Both U~te in 
pa.ss galley pack, tofiet, 8 it. very.good condiUon and low 
~oneer dinghy, CB & an. hours. (C,5-22M) " 
.te~. a. 1977_.HD Trailer flying Ag 
48, SUITES::: -:: 
• . - .  : . . .  
• FOR :RENT 
bridge. Phone 635-4777. 
(elf n-I-5.79) ' ' 
For Sale: .12 foot altmalnem 
Wanted to rent: .two quiet 
working students and one 
small child would like to rent. 
small, house far summer. 
Would profer quiet area and 
space for a garden. 
Reasonable r nt. Phone 635. 
46O2. (PS-22M) 
:Large.new housekeeping 
• (Atfu-25.5"79) runabout c,w 18.. HP room suitable fo r  worldng 
' LOST ~ Evinrudeouthoerd, trailer& man Frldg~, stove, . . .  . . . . . . . .  . ._ 
16 . spare wheel, .covered ever'vthin~ furnished, w~eneuae space am pr 
foredeck and windshield; Central loc~tl0n, separate manufactur ing  spa.ce 
remote motor, controk and entrance ,-arkin' and available immediately Any 
' ' Y '  O . ' 
stear!ng, _ custom boat cablevislon .-idelpded. 635- sizefrom 900 to=6,000 square 
Lost: A gold chain bracelet.- covering. ~1000. Phone 635- 2145 (P~)~.~,~,:.~. ' feet. Reasonable rent. 
was lost in the downtown, 4727. (P4-31M) ~ ~  Phone: 635-3231. 
area on Friday night. Sen. For Rent: ;~ ', 10~droom Fc . . . . .  =- - '~- - -  
timental value. Reward Fol~ sale: 1 bab~; dressing basement : suite Un- or rent: the TerraceNDP 
offered. Call 638-/1747. (1)3- table, l.babyreckingchair,.l' furnished;, fri~e & stove, office. Available June 1, 
30M) baby carrying chair. AH llke ..generate entrance 'No pets 1979, air-condiUoned. 4623. 
~ ~  new• Phone 63.5-4377. ~NC-"': p l~a~ W(~i~l-'brefer quiet lokeise Avenue. Phone 635- 
Staff-Cffn) -~br~ ~' c~pl~;'":A~ailable 2,552. (Cffn-14-5-79) 
H ELF WANTED • ' June'l Phone 635-5738 (el- ' ~  Wearenowtaldng.ordemf0r _ , , . ;  . , . -  ' For rent q. • - 
new hay, alpiial~a::'and.or ...... , conditioned main'floor ~fico 
Giriafurtaiaphoneworkl For grass mix. Phone 635-5617. . space Separate street level 
interview/phone 635-6119. (c6-28,38M4,6,gJ) ~ ~ '  entrance. Four 'year old 
(a J -30M)  ~ " Ixdlding. prime location, off- 
For Sale: 4x8 pool table 2 . . . .  street parking. Telephone 
Chain of stores in Beautiful se.ta of balls. Cueaand'rack. + Tobemoved, wlliselleslsat Mrs. Simpson 635.6595, 9 
Central B.C. have Oli-  t'none 635-6898, (ne2-29M) greatly reduced nrlce 2 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. 
r • " *  4 -  portunities for the following For sal=. oo,,a.,o, ^ . ~.~.. bedroom unfinished cottage (Cun-I 5-79) 
I)0Sltione: . . . . . . . .  ~" ""q~ on blocks. Size 16ff-28ft on 
S~OPJ~ "MANAGER-. ad~vUa~rb~]e V o~nhesaPn~,Wqohen Kojer Road. Some building ,R=E~TAIL=Q~R~e . - 
Experienced in furniture, ' ~"  .... .  materl . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• a,a ,, uamroom nx. (C10-1June) t res w t . . . . . . . .  :" 2 stores, total of 2800 sq. ft. 
carpet, drapo'% appliance, ~' .  . . ~ . ~ ,u nm. Will c~s,uer ~n Imael~r.ated;to 1dO0 sq~ 
3~ r and stereo mer- ~ Yam;ha~:J~'h~uf6;..N~.~.:~st~,.~';ohabl.~er.~fioni~' .-  _ . _ . , , ; .  . . . . .  ..,:..- ,._-_-,- f.. :.: 
chandising. 'Must be com- .__, ...... , ~ . . . . .  ,t~4.5679'r~.~,~ ',. _.:~-~ .......... ,: ... a,w~,.,,,~ mu,~.-,ucmmn~,~ , 
potent in sales, promoting, ~,,9,nc,, gooo'~, conamon,.,),.-- ,~r,, . , . , ,~/.  '", . . . .  --. ,~' ,~e, . , - - , ;~r , '=. ,  ' ,. 
, , .w  v~v.  r , ,unc  ooo- lV . .~"  House  ' ' T advertising, and mot lvet~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  for sale. 1200 square errata, B,C.,635.3576 or 255. 
=,~r a p.m. tswn.~n) . . feet, three bedrooms on 1939 Vancouver. (cffn-23.4. staff. Attractive wage- 
main floor, three on ground .79) commission package plus Forsale: 4 brand new tires floor. Central to  schools '& - -~  r 
during May and June a ra re  benefits and profit sharing. L-78-15 or 700-15. Phone 635- shopping. Tight, well built & WAREHOUSE and 
collectibn of photographs by SALESPERSON- 2145. (P5.28~) ' " Insulated. " Level lot wlth 
wedding a,d.er engagement portion of the advertising 
pictures, b'Rws of weddings space occupied by the In- 
(write.up,s) recalved one correct or omitted !tsm only, 
month or more after event .and that there khall hang  
SlO.O0 ¢.harge, with or ' l labll ltytoany e~ontgreater 
wlthoet 'picture. Subject to than the amount paid for 
condensation. Payable In 
advance:. 
CLA! ;S IF IED AN.  
NOUN CEMENTS: 
Blrth~, 5~50 vertlslng that discriminates 
Enge,gements 5.50 against any person because 
Mar,tinges 5.50 of his race, religion, sex, 
Oea,ths 5.50 color, natiOnality, ancestry 
Fu'nerals 5.50 or place of origin, or because 
C.~ffds of Thanks 5.50 his age Is between 44 and 65 
Ntem0rlal Notices 5.50 years, unless the condltlen Is 
Justified ~ by a bona , f[da 
PHONE 635.6357 requirement for the work: 
Classified Advertising Dept Involved. 
I 
Weight Watchers meeting 
hold every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at t~  Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services: 
- ActlvHy Centre for hen. 
dlcrafts 
Day corn for working 
people. 
- Drop.in for companelonshlp 
& coffee. 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation avellable. 
Contact Skeensvlew Lodge. 
435.3315. 
50, HOMES ~ 
WANTED • 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mille Memorial Hespltal 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Ih~ms, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635.3320 or 635.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
52.  WAN~TED 
TO RENT 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
S In the Skeaus Health Unit. 
For morn Information phone 
63~-3741 *or 638.3023. 
Do you feel you have a: 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 435.NN 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 8:30 p .m.  United, 
Church. 
Mon. S p ,m. .  Alanon . 
Skeana Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mllls 
Memorlal Hespltal. (nc-tfn) 
Office at No. 205-4621 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care; ' ' 
'AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
such advertlslng. .Assessment and guldance 
Advertlsements must for vocetlonal and soclal ' 
'comply w l th  the Brltlsh rehobiIItatlon done by 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad-. e_'~sultant" 
Kltlmat A.A. ConstrucNon 
Group In Kltlmat: telephofle'. 
432-3713. 
MEETINGS: 
:Monday • Step Meanings. 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church: 
Wednesdays • Closed 
Meatlngs 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. ', 
Fridays. Open Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skeene Health Unit; 
Kltlmat General Hospital.. 
AI.Anon Meetings. Tuesdays 
.6:00 p.m. United Church 
(nc) 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3-4621 Lakelse. 63S.3907 
Wednesday 1 p.m..  3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m.. S p.m. or phone 
anytime: Lisa 635.3164, 
Carol 435.5136 (nc.ffn). 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
631438g 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donatlens of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded' 
wood products we could us6 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 633.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
LadlesSllm Line Clubmeets Call Birthright for an 
Monday evenlng--6:3O alternative to abartlon, 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church: Phone 432-4402 anytime; 
basement, Kltlmat. Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
Terrace Church of God is 
opening a private school 
called "Terrace Christian 
Academy" beginning Sap. 
tember 1979. Grades Kin- 
dergarten to grade 12 In- 
cluslve. The format used will 
be the acceleroted Christian 
Education. Anyone deslrlng 
Information please call 
Robert L. White st 638.1561 
or write In care of Box 31 
Terrace B.C. VaG 4A2. (NC. 
30 June) 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY THIRD ANNUAL 
MEETING June 2, 1979 
l:OO p.m.--Opening ' of 
Meeting-President, Willard 
Martin, Spiritual prayer- 
Elder, Liia Mason 
Introduction of Guest 
Speakers (to be announced) 
1~30 p.m,-Introduction f 
Chairperson.Adoption of
Agenda-Minutes of Sep. 
tember 23, 1978 Meeting. 
Pres idents  Repor t .  
T reasurers  Repor t .  
Appointment ofAuditor 2:00 
p.m.-Nomleatlous forBoard 
of Directors-Executive 
Director's Report Prngram 
Director's. Report-Canada 
Works Reports 3:00 p.m. 
coffee break 3:30 p.m.-Guest 
Speaker.Guest Speaker. 
Guest Speaker S:00 p.m. Hat 
Supper prepared by Ker- 
mode's Ladies Auxiliary. 
"SOCIAL EVENING" (NC- 
• June l )  
pioneer woman Mattie 
Gunterman. Come and share 
• Matfle's refreshing views ~f 
life at Arrow Lake, B.C. 
from 1890-1920. Museum 
hours 12-5, Friday 12"8, 
closed Sunday & Monday. 
(NC-28June) 
• The Annual "Royal "Purple V0J 2N0 or. telephone (604) 
Day Tea" for SenierCltisens 847-4485. (A&lJune) 
of" the .area will take place 
Wednesday June 8, 1979. at 
the Elks Hall. on Sparks 
Street from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.. 
sponsored'by 'the ladies of 
the Order of the Royal 
Purple. H ti~re are folks not 
contacted in previous years 
who would like to attend, or 
any recent Senior 
newcomers to the area 
please phone 635-2415, 635- 
2927, 635-$12L (NC-BJ); 
Showing at the Kitimat 
Museum all through May 
• and June is a display from. 
the Museum of Natural School bus driver needed for 
Sciences about a living fossil 
fish, the Coelacanth. The fish 
was caught at the African 
shore in 1938. (NC-28June) 
The Annual General Meeting 
and Election of officers of 
the Terrace Figure Skating 
Club will be held on Monday, 
May 289h at 7:30 p.m. In the 
Senior Citizens Ro~m at the 
arena. For more Information 
please phone 635-2351. (nc. 
28M) 
KINSMEN BINGO 
' May 26,1979 
Total 16 Games 
Door open 6:30 
Game S p.m. 
Terrace Arena 
For further Information 
phone 
635.2002 
(nc:2.#,S,79) 
This is to advise you that the 
office of Terrace & District 
Community Services Society 
will be closed for two weeks 
from June 4th to the lath 
Expedeueed. in furniture, 
applicancea, TV, StereO, For sale or lease registored small garden 63S-4624/ (M 
S,7,9,22,25,2S) ~ Carpet & Drapery sales, trapline in Northwestern . . . .  
Attractive wnge-commiasinn B.C. Write to P.O..Box 93 For Sale: To be Moved: 600 
package plus benefits. Stewart, B.C. (PS.30M) " sq. ft. 2.BR Panebede house. 
Resumes' in Confidence to ~ ~ ~ Carpeted with electric heat. 
Mr. George Wall, President For sale: John Deare 1010.. Ready to be moved View at 
WaiFs Home.Furnishinga Good running condition, the Ja~son Place on Old 
Ltd. Box 70 Smithers, B.C. Phone between 5 & 7 p.m. Lakeise Lake dr. or phone 
635-2618. (PS.30M) 635-5617. (c6-28,30M4,6,aJ) 
Require one millwright, fully 
experienced in log conveyers 
and hydraulic motors. For rent: boat trailer. 
Gantry crunes &cutoff saws. handles Up to 30 footer. 
Call 624-6188 in Prince Phone 632.6310 (attn.2-5.79 
Rupert. (C7-28M) 
HALL RENTALS 
Wanted: fuii t ime & par t  Oddfellows Hall . 322~' 
time swimming instructors. Munroe. For further In. 
Apply in person at the formation phone 635.2794 or 
Terrace swimming .pool or IOS.SUl. (a.T0,F,30M)" j 
phone for appointment 638. 
1174. (Cffn-28-5.79) 
Cedarvale &Kitwanga rea.. Needed ride into town week- 
Starting immediately to days between 8:15 and 8:45. 
June 28, 1979. Commencing 
for halance of school year in 
Sept. Phone collect" 635-6617 
(C5.31M) 
I 
LOCAL'ESTABLISHED 
CONTRACTING 
COMPANY 
requires an accounts 
payable person. Ap. 
pllcont must be mature, 
respL.lslhle, have con. 
structlon experience and 
a thorough knowledge of 
all office procedures. 
Please apply In writing 
Including a complete 
resume to: 
Box 1195 
Terrace Herald 
Terrace, B.C. 
(ctfn.11.4.79) 
Reta i l  Space  
ava i lab le  on new By. 
pass, Phone 
638-1166 
(ctfn.13.04-79 
Live on Old Lakelse near 
Apex Red & White. Will pay 
for gas. Phone 638-1753 after 
5:30 p.m. (NC-Staff-until 
further notice) 
'House for sale: well con- 
structed, fully finished, 3 For sale 2 acre lot with two 
bedroom. 1296 sq. ft., bedroom trailer. Ap; 
Franklin fireplace, Emulto ~oximately I0 miles east of 
p lumbing .  F in i shed  Terrace on paved road. Far 
hasementwith4th bedrenm, more informatlnn call 635- 
Clesetoscbooia--hespltal. 4 2339 (PI0-30M) 
yrs. old. For mare in- 
formation please call 635- For sale: 2½,acres on Floyd 
2819• (P20-14J) Street Terrace, 20 acres 
Black loom in the Nasa 
Forsale by owner 3 bedroom Valley. Contact Spencers 
200xg0 lot• Large L•R., 638-20e5. (4-25,28M,1,4June) 
fridge, stove, 26 inch color~ 
T.V. etc. All reasonable 
offers considered. Owner 
leaving town. Phone after 3 
p.m. 635-4740. (PI0-28M) 1974 Datsun ~B210. To view 
Moving must sell 4 b~droom 4936 Gait. (PJ.28M) 
house, full finished 
husement, fire place, 
workroom. Close to schools 
& downtown. View at 4640 
Walsh or phone 635-2667. (PS- 
30M, ) 
". 11977 Charger S.E. like new, 
$ bedroom home. Full asking $7000 flrm cash or wfll 
basement with or without take station wagon as part 
1976 - 24 foot "Flberform carpet. Located in Thornhlll payment. Phone 635-7933. 
Mere. 233 HP. 2 wiper, red 2blockst~romsehoola. Phone (P3-28M) 
holders, 'dual horn, trim 635.2871 after 8 pJn. (PS. 'For sale: .!971 Pontiac Le 
tabs, compass, galley pack, 31M) MaI~350 Chev engine with 4 
anchor peck, toilet, 6 foot 
Pioneer dinghy, CB & "an- 
/anna. 1917 H.D. Trailer. 
Flying. bridge• 635-4777. 
(ctfn-2SA) . . . . .  
For sale: maline outboard 
9.6 Viking with 5 gallon fuel 
tank. Asking f~,00. Phone S- 
5305 or view at 5217 West 
Haugland. (C5.28M) 
For sale: 22 foot Bayliner. A- 
1 condition. Located in 
Kitimat Village. For ap- 
2 bedroom home on. 5 acres 
on the bench. Asldng fdB,r~o. 
Phone 635-4438. (Ctfu.~-5. 
79) 
Wanted to Buy: house on 
acreage. Please call 635- 
6836. (ps.IJ) 
1968 Oldsmobile, good 
running condition. Phone 
635-3239, ask for Chris. (Pl0- 
6June) 
speed. 15000 original miles• 
High performance. Phone 
635-9288 an~l ask for Gerry 
Lozineki. (C5.29M) 
1970 Mustang Mach I, 4 
speed. Open to bids until• 
May 31, 1979. Contact G. 
Warreun at 635.7177 between 
8:30 & 5 p.m. (Ctfu-17.5.79) 
1976 Honda Civic Hatchbnck, 
new tires. 28,000 miles. Good 
condition. Phone 635-9764' 
after 5 p.m. (p3.30M) 
inclusive. (NC-4June) 
O1 the spot cash for your 
furniture, oppllances, an. 
tlquea. We buy and sell 
anything of value. Conslgr~ 
your car, truck, boat, bikes 
or what have you to the Sat. ~ 
p.m. Auction Sale, Terrace 
Auction Mart, 3233 Apsley, 
Phone 63S.5172. WE have the 
buyers. Open every day for 
retail sales, (ctf-6.04-79) (C3-28M) 
m..uummmm~ ~-~ 
pointment toview.phone 632. 
Double bed in good condition 7963. (PS.28M) 
• $70. Homemade bunk style 
frame. I~5. Phone 638-1469 1977 Heavy Hauler Tandem •
after S:30 p.m. (e3.30M) boat trailer with orwithout 
power winch. Designed to 
For Sale: Westinghouse liD have 24 foot boat. Phone635. 
washer & dryer, llke new, 477~ (Cffn-16-15.79) 
one year old. Asking 11800. " 
View at lot g. Beaver Cres., . 1976 24ft Flberform Mere 233 
Copperside Estates after 6 HP. 2 wiper, rod  holders, 
p.m. (p340M) dual Iorn, trim tabs, com. 
pass galley pack, toilet, 8 ft. - 
Mast sell brand new cheater Pioneer dinghy, CB & an. 
For Sale: 1972 Corvette 
New teacher to Terrace with Stingray. ' Exe. running 
wife & one child wishes to order. Many eptiom. Must' 
r#.nt 2 or 3 bedroom home, be seen to be appreciated: 
preferably unfurnished. No Phone 635-2243 days, 83~-2812 
pets, Wanted to rent from eves• (pl0-gJ) 
July Ist 1979 for at least he 
coming school year. Send 197S Panllac Grand Prix. 
letters to M. Flyna 2798 Ext. running order, many 
Uplands Street Prine options. Must see to ap- 
eGeerge B.C. V2L 4YI or preeiate. Phone 635.~243 
phone 503-1833, (Ctfn-28-5.79) days or 63~2812 eves. (pl0- 
8,1) 
Wanted to rent: 2 bedroom '-- -  
house. Needed desperately. 1910 Mustang, repossessed. 
Please call 63H728. :(PS. Opento bids. Contact Rick 
28M) Smith. 63S.7117/ (ctfn.24A) 
field, reg. MI00, asking $450. 
Call after 8 p.m. 638-1491. 1977 HD Trailer F.lylng 
• .Bridge. (ctfn.l.5-79) 
" j  
I 
~t ,¸ ) 
• .- . . . . . .  . : , . . . .  
~c Camaro Z26. Black'on' Well Kept 1970 12150 Mobile ck. 4 speed T bar  roof, Home, 10124 addition, acorn 
7800 mi les ,  Still under F .P .  &-Veranda, $10,500,00 
warranty, Asking ~00.00.. Skirted & set up in trailer 
Phone 638-3573. (C10-31M) park. Call after 6 p.m. 638- 
1072. (Cffn-18-~-79) 
For sale:,1978 Astre. Ooed 
condlBon. Radials, Asking For Sale: 22x52 Gendall 
.. $1500.00 Phone 5-2103. (P~,:' =L~.StS, Villa. Fully furnished, 
26M)~~i~, : :~ 'P~l i i  io~el trailer park. _--""-" 
:- _ - " ' "  : -'- - For Sale: 22x52 Gendal i '  
Vlste Villa ful ly furnished,. 
~8~.~'1~2~'o~'~ ". set up In local trailer park. 
3507efter 5 p.m. (cff-19.4.79) 
1974 GMC Van fully cam. 
perked. Very low mileage. 
loaded with extras. 
Automatlc 350 VS. Must he 
see~ to be appreciated. 
Phone.655-56~. (P5-26M) 
For sale: 1956 International 1 
ton, 4 apcod, '264.6 cylinder, 
Phone 5-6681 after 3 p,m, 
( I~gM)  
For sale: 1 65 IHC 1800. 
Tandem, completely rebuilt 
motor, 1 68 Rambler Hard 
top, new rubber. Pare  for 
'Ford 'trucks and Ford & 
Rambler care. Phone' 635- 
3566. Also: Garage Sale May 
26 & June 3 - Household, 
Items, Garage  equi/xaent, 
heavy equipment parts, 
recoi~ls, tapes, gas & eleotrie" 
Mtrs, 1 boat Mtr & Tit. etc. 
McNeil Street, "Copper 
Mountain SUbdiVision, 
,Thomhlll. (CS-lJune) 
For sale: i 65 IHC ~800 
Tandem, completely rebuilt 
For sale: 11 foot camper 
$2100, Certified check or 
cash. View at 4742 Davis or 
Phone 635-4530, (I~-26M) 
For sale 1659 V.W. Van. Body 
in good condition. Motor 
needs work.' Best Offer.• 
Phone. 63~-$603 evenings. 
!P~2aM) 
1973 Camperked VW Van. 
Rebuilt motor. Spare winter 
tires. Phone days .638-1121, 
evenings 635-S807. (NC3- 
29M) 
197~-13½ ft.Okonagan travel - 
trailer, electric brakes, 
stove, heater; tccbox, spare 
wheel, View-at .4720 Tuck 
Avcone or phone :638-1066 
after S p.m. (C2-28M) 
For Sale: 1977 ll-fcot 
Vanguard Camper. Exc. 
coudiilon. Phone Port Ed- 
ward 628-3338. (ch-lJ) 
~ Bfltlsh Columbia I 
~ BulldlngsCorporaUon i 
Sealed Tenders, 
Marked "REROOFING 
AND SHEET METAL 
TERRACE COM. 
MUNITY CORREC. 
TIONAL CENTRE", will 
be' received up to 3:00 
P.M. June 14th, 1979,' and 
those available at that 
time will ba opened.in 
public at 4837 Keith 
,Avenue, Terrace, .B,C. 
V8G 1K?. 
Tender documents may 
be obtained at the 'abo~ 
address. 
Tenders may be viewed 
at Amalgamated Con. 
st ruct lon Aeeoc la t lon .  
s675 Oak  St reet ,  Van- 
couver, B,C,; Bulkley 
Valley '- Lakes District 
Construction Assoolsties, 
4124 Railway Avenue, 
8mlthen,  B.C.; Prince 
Rupert Constructlon 
Association, No, 2 - 2ZZ 
Third Avenue West, 
Prince Rupert, .B.C.;  
Te~ace .  Kit lmat Con. 
st ruet ion Assoc la t lon ,  
4931 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tenders must be flied on 
the forms provided, in 
"sealed, clearly marked 
envelopes. 
' Enquiries may be 
directed to the Building 
' ':"!_- ='.:.i:) ' - " 
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motor. 1 68 Rambler }~rd  Manager, K,L, Eastman~ 
482? Keith Avenue~" . top, newmbber.  Pare ~r -. " ..... ::': ,~~:i:'i~ :. '.' :F'::I.,:" ii: - . , 
• .=~""~,uu "-"1""uu~ m~m--'~ rum'S--" ~" Terrace, BC, . V80 IK7, ' M L " ...... :''~'- ;q : ~' ''' :'''~': ~'~ " 
Ramb ). . . . .  - . .m,~ ,, , ._ telephone 838 1i91 or - ' ~r ,.:~ ~q~:~ : ". ':4 ': ~ .` :~,J " " " " I 
. . . . . . .  ' - ' - - - - -  - -  I Technical Services . * . . . . . .  ,":* " ' ' " " " ' " . . . . .  ' " " " ' '  " . . . . . .  inca-up, vnone m,5-3566. Am: NO . . . . .  ' " 
e J=~u.qa l~.  ~-  • . . . .  .~ "IL"IUI~ OF |Manuger, Mr C W Wolf /;~~:"-H ,>/, : ,.~ : 
u~a~,,.~a ;,. . . . . .  APPLICATION FOR 2278Qninn Stree Prince ~ >~. : : " ' " : : "  .-~' '/r~ "I 
• .~.'--'equl pm~.,~.o.,.en t,, w~.~y,.w,,~,hea v equip._~,~,,oM. , NOTIcEu~,la ~r  m~hersb~,• . . . .  , given. ,. j ~eorge,.t¢lel~ one' B562.8131.C, • . VaN, 2X4. ' ' " ...... . .:;i"'":~':;L:i/'(>i>i!:~4,' : ; • .' , :i~-.;: ••,"i/:";:,- ' '• "•" ' 
• that applicationwill be made J,:~[(a2-29M) ' ' • ". " " ...... "' " ' 
Pa&e lcc t r l c  Mire. 1boat to me. . . . . . . . . .  ~a'eeto) of" . . . . . .  Vit~l~ .,~ . . . . . .  ' " ' " ' "::"":"'"~~ ~::"  " 
Mtr. & ~ etc. ~ McNeil . . . . .  ' . .  ",. ,. . . . .  .. : ~ , , .~  ' ,, ,- .,~,,",~,:-,'- ....... :v, ...... 
street, Copper Mountain _~ta_tm_uce io ta  cn~...ge..o~. [ .' ~ :  ,. 
' name, pursuant to me' , :  • - 4: i "': ;/i../.'"::::".", .. ~bdivimlon, Th0rnMil. (C~ .__ . . . . . . .  , _ _  --" ' :  ). ', TENDER' • I 
z.v,,,o~ ' wovmousot me unsnge oz.. . ".,o.x,m, ~ ,. ~:,..(~, . . . . . .  ,..-..~ b,~-.i,.,.,~;,k>.':,: ~'____  • . . . .  ; . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  . - .  .. 
good, cendlllon..~I000 miles. .0use  Z4, Nan Camp, in /bulla,-~o , , . . , , .~z~- . l  
• ~ o u  ~VXS~aUXXa~ m Phone e3,~9~8. (P2-~5,~gM) • Nazs Camp, in the Province Jtotal of 8 a M" - -  'o ..""J 
~ - -  of British Columbia, as /bo rece ive~) 'on~' ju~l  
197S Chev ~ Ton 4x4. Step follows:- . ' ii a ,,~,,, up [ 
sicle.4spead. Phone 638-1121 To change my wife's name [ v , :  . . . .  . . [  
or 635.3007 after 5 p.m. (Ctfo. from Judith Ann Jackson to [ Work ev,~rienee ~nd[ 
I-S-79) • Judith Ann Knott My minor "~ " 
. . . . . . . . .  unmarried ch l l~ 'a  names references required.[ - 
1977 Long Box pick-up with from Terr ies .  ~..t. . . . .  " Paint and brmheS sup-[ '". 
low mileage. ~1077:0kaoaga~ =~orrim a . . '~e~^;~'~ plied. Applicant must[ " 
¢ ~ -~t .~,P~,  . ,  ~,~. ~ t , 4 ~ . ~ ,  t~ " " . . . . . . .  ] I ' - amper,. -fully,, ,equipped,,, " Cretins Louise=_~ Jae~ ~.on- t~ /provide own.ladder. For ~. ,:.,~ 
Phone e~-7651, after,"6 ,pan; .v,~.= T.m,Zo,.~.~. . . . .  . : ~: furthendetails phone,65~. I ,,
(PI0-29M) . " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Dated this 12 day of May 9258.,(NC.Cffn-staff) | ,, 
1979Blazer, silver andblack, A,D. 1979. . . 
4 months old. Owner leaving Victor James Knott I : ~.,:-,,: .,,• 
town, Must sell. Phone 638- (al.38M) [ .. : .,.].: ~: .: 
1967. (PS-31M) - : ,: ,. 
• r . . . . . .  
1968 Scout 4 cylinder, No . ,',L) >.../. ".~,: 
rust, runs well. Easy on gas. " , ,. 
$450. 1973 Ford P.U. Box Top quality hay for sale. 
$40.00 View 3512 Hanson. Heavy bales. Phone 847-3165 
(P3-29M) after 6 p.m. (Cl0*7June) " 
1261 Wllly's Jeep. Phone 638- 
8327 after. 5 p.m. (P3.39M) 
J FoTd F 0. adtomatle, p.s., p.b., 27,500 I 
miles. ~5900.00. Call 635-1 
2292 between 8a.m. and 51 
p.m. D~477 (effn) i 
1974 Ford % ten 4x4 Crew 
Cab, rebuilt engine, 
radial tires, winch, 
Asklag $4100. 1975 IHC % 
Ton 4x4 P.U. 392, V-8, 4 
speed. Almest new dual 
exhaust. Asking $~,000 
OBO, Phone 635-$1811 or 
view at 4726 Lean Ave. 
(p l -20M)  
lS~68 trailer, raked living 
• room, with fireplace. 
Separate dining, large hutch. 
Frldge & stove & dish." 
washer. Bar room, glass 
shelves 4 bar stcok, washer 
& dryer, extra clothes elmet 
in shed. Phone 635-4898 
(furnished or uofurniched. 
(Pl0-1Jtme) 
Deluxe Manco Mobile Home 
14-70, 3 bedroom, 1~ baths, 
family room. Set up on lot at 
Coppers lde  Es ta tes .  
Reduced for quick sale, For 
. further .ldormatlon phone 
638-1684. (Cl0-~June) 
1977 14ftxSOft Atco' folly 
furnished, set up in Park 
Ave. Trailer Court, Phone 
e,~-2~7.  (P~-~SM) 
Part Morgan, reglst~ed It 
years old. Filly asking 
$300.00. Phone 635-7878. (C10- 
6June) 
For Sale: several good 
quality saddle horses and 
children's horses. Large 
stock of saddles and riding 
,equ. - at the Jackson Place 5 
miles from Highway 18 on 
Old .Lakelse Lk, Rd. or 4 
miles from Highway 25, 
Phone 635-5617. (c6- 
26,30M4,8,aJ) 
INVITATION 
TO TENDER 
General contraclors are 
invited to submit enders for 
Facts & Fancies 
The largest single sheet of 
• gtass ever made measured 65 
feet, 7. inches by 8 feet, 2-1/2 
inches. It was produced in 
1958 by the Saint Gobain 
Company in France. 
"Sub Trade Tenders" ere 
requested by Jaemar 
Conotructlon Co. Ltd. (Pine 
Tree Construction) 19557 
96th Ave; Surrey, B.C. V3T 
4W2. Phone (604) 0H-6446. 
Te lex  04 .365$16.  For  fhe  
the construction of a single Whether you live in a glass 
story framed commercial house or an ordinary one, 
unit approximately 12,000 you can keep washable sur- 
square feet located at the faces sparkling clean "with 
City Centre in Kittmnt. Glass*Plus® glass, appliance 
Drawings and speclflcatimm and cabinet cleaner. This ver- 
available at the offte~ of astile cleaner cleans windows, 
nurrors, pamted walls, coun Cioverlawn Investments, .  ". !i 
~d*, ,e  ~=a ,o~** o , .~,  . mrcops, plastic, vinyl and" 
~M, ~z . . . . . . . . . .  , , - -Ms. chrome, all around the house, 
. . . .  z.z. ~.z.~ ~,~,p~.l~ spray surfaces to be cleaned • m..um.=, rt~ne s~- t~ and "'-'-- ~ "-- . . . . .  . wipe ory yam a paper. 
contact -Mr. R. uroves, towel or lint-free cloth. 
to.COntractors are required 
mmmitthelrbidsby4p.m. • * * * 
Thursday, Jose 14th at: ~ ~  ~ ~ - - .~  
Cloverlawn Distributors, 
West Vancouver. All bids ~ 
must be accompanied with a ~ ~ . . . ~ ' ~  
10 per coat bid bend. The 
soc~ul  bidder will be 
required to furnish a 50 per 
26M)~'~nt performance bond. (C2- ~1~._ . ,~ . ,= . - _~_ '  ' 
lass is one of the ~n, 
versatile products msnufae- 
tured by man. It can be made 
lighter than cork or as mas- 
sive as cast iron, as strong as 
steel or as fragile as a spider 
web, cotton soft or diamond 
hard. 
following. AI, Co. of Canada ~ . _ .  _ r , , f / ~ , . ,  .. ~,. 
projects at Kltlmat, B.C.: ~ 1  " , - - , ,~r ' - f~?~/ t~) , ,  
(1) extenMon to building 183. 
~ote  by May 8th, 1979. (2) ~ 
extension to building 281. 
Quote by May 30th, 19/9. (3) 
new building no. 287.Quote 
by June 5fh 1979. further 
prelects to. follow• Tender 
documents for viewing at 
Terrace, . P.G., and Van 
building exchanges. ~ ,  ~' Hop blmsoms on the pillow 
,- , " ' " . .were  supposed to  cure 
14, 21", 28Ml  insomnia ,  
Deluxe 1978 Diplomat 2 
bedroom fully furnished, 
lustallod in trailer park, To 
view Phone 6354385 or 658. 
1263 (C~-26M) 
MOBILE  HOMES 
New mobi le  homes 
f rom as low as $100.00 
down,  O,A,C. Sef up 
and  de l ivered ,  t rades  
•welcome.  
Phone co l lect  
591-5105 
• ./ '~' " : ' "  : .i.'..:'":.:.. 
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. . .  the marketplace Of millionsof 
• smart  buyers and sellers! 
q j 
• . . -  - 
Whether it's products, merchandise, services or employment, 
you get the most for your money with a low-cost Classified ld i  
, . .  • . 
• - . ! :  ,. 
q 
• / ,  • . • , 
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c, ss i o ,,,,o 
ring In their own sewing rooms. .  ' ' ' ] : : i :Be :  J 9 10 l, DEAR ABBY Insult,This cerialidy must be a dlslraetien,(lfnot a n t o  the,speaker. . . .::7': ~ , l .  ! ' "  ' ; '  
I commend those wives for showin~ an interest in U 17 
their husbands' work by attending the sessions, but ' : , !  ' I . I 
~ by l~v l~ ~e~ needlework at home? 
ANNOYED IN VA, ACRO~ MMinstepa DOWN 23 J 
IFuel 37 Thick soup I Colloid 
, ,  'I l l therapy. It eaim~ the nerves and provides an ee. home " 'citY heroine . . . . .  
eupation for restless fingers that otherwise might 8 Garment 41Continent l Mus/cal 
be holding a cigarette, for example .  I1 Tokyo, once 41 Garbage Is compoqitian i J ~13!  
attention of everyoue in the audience but, given a Asia 41 Religious cates 
"'l I w choice, I'd rather be nettled by needles than l lamrcharea snasna  lalulkes 4o J smokers. 15 Prominent . 47 Nautical I Robot ' : ' (P.8. People who bring needlework to lectures feature term drama" 
. 44 DEAR ABBY: How does a mother thank her 23. mmt need to for some.reason. 8otryaHtt leten.  17Brownie 48Padre's 7C~mmy J' BU j j~ 
year-old son for amost inappropriate Mother's Day derness.) " ingredients uncle ~ boat 
gift? He sent me a T~ldrt with a very vulgar " 18 War god @Berder 8 Maple J 
message printed across the front, (It d/d have the ' DEARABBY: lwouldappreclateyour help about a l~Iksert " r~ Unwanted leaf 
word "Mother" tn it, but it's so obscene I can't matter that has puzzled me for years, havan plant ~ country 1 ~51 
writeitand.,if.I.could, youcoukln'tprintit.)Iean,t When .ordering flowers for a funeral, whatldndof 20Two-edged $lEvergreen 9Creative ZSTastes . . . . . .  
.anaers .ran. aa~pRmcethis.l veneyer worna T.shirt message should be written on the card? Most ira- swords tree work NSwiim aribi 
mmy me.. Jportant of all, to whom shoul.d the message be ~ Wintry Average solution time: 20rain. l l Tbh l  ' 
My son m married and lives in another s i te .  At laddressedV For examvle, "Rest in Peace. Mary." Zt Discharge . . . .  
tLest l thought maybe his wife piekedit out beeause Ior "6weft'Dreams, J~hl~"? " ' -" ~S~la~d Npe~.mw ; " . CRYPTOqUIP ' '  5'i8 
.she has .a. coarse and somewhat twisted sense of J Or should the flowers be sent to the nearest of ' ~ 
numo.r..t/owever: my son s mgaa.tur.e was on the Ikin? If that's the proper way, have you any ideas ('var.) V E L U A E U M D LO M F X Y E F J O E Y Z J 0 
earaumieame wzmic, soapparenuyn.eznewwhat labout what to put on the card? ' 20Entereda NTookthe : . r ' ~ ' q ' 1 J 
was beiug sent. . .~of  , UAO DLVO-XEF  JMEZO? .' 
. . . . . . .  9 For years I have kept my ignorance about his to marathon 
• wnac anoma i oo. ' Imys'~, but recently I learned that there are many 20 Counh-y in 37 Wan . , . " 
WONDERING IN N.J. lameng my ucquaintancos wllo are as ignorant as I, Asia ~ Secondlmnd A~y~y~ s CrYp~oqulP - AMUSED OLD LADY LAUGHED 
I I  Ite~of ' . • ' ' . . . .  ' lse you'd be helping a lot of people by printing your 31Greek . YOUNG WOMEN IN WIGS " 
Dear Wonderl~: ~ l l l  yma" San for rememberi-g lanswer. ~lank you. . ' . . • ' nldauune ~e;elo~ le~Ct~/~a '~;~l~ ~ D  
you on Mother's Day. And the next time you see " ' WANTS,TO.KNOW 3ZSinm 40 t ' . i each  
him. ,.~ ~m who ,e lec~d that ~ i .  u Perched . ' a ~ ~ar = ~,~o ~ t~ .p~.  s~e~e ~tt~, ~ won~. DEAR WANTS: Flowers should, be addrened to upon 41 P, ule wi l l  ' alands for anotlm'. If you Udak that X equals O, it 
DEAR ABBY: During our company's recent sales the family of the deceased. An appropriate 35 Places of t i t  Pre~¢lcato ~a~we ~ m...B~8.an spo~'~be....._am, giveyou dues to.ioeati~ 
comerence, anumberefwivea s tin on some of the message would be,  "With loving thoughts." Or, ' In/qulty i Answer toyesturday's puzzle 4~Depresssd were, ~omum is accompl~dmd by trialand error. 
wo~kshopa. While the speakers were delivering "My heartfelt condolences." Or simply, "With , ©m, xl,, F.,~..S~,~,,I~:. 
their talks I noticed several women doing love," followed by the signature of the sender. ' 
HO'ROS.COPE 
FOR MONDAY, MAY ~8, IM9 
• .0  . 
ARIES to Apr. 19) ey~ ~ l lp% MIUARIU8 .~.~ l l  
(Mar. 9-1 ~(Auli. 23 to Sept 22) (Jmi, 20 to Feb. 18) 
Ndshberhood visits should Your social life should be Sharing thoughts with loved 
be pleasanL Pick up needed acifven0w.Keep Mtouch with ones brings Joy. A productive 
household items. Family friends ~ at a distance. A work day adds to feelings of 
members are supportive, private business meeting well-being. Domestic matters 
Finandel gains, leads to an. unusual op- go well. 
TAURUS t~;~" uS~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) (Sept. 20 to Oct. ~) J ~  (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) Others are re~z~mive to 
You're able to express. A ~md will appr~tato your Idem, l e . . .~  .~  
Career~ains ,may tead to a Enjoy relaxing moments In 
phoneand letter. Cupltalke na celebration later with the company el loved ones. 
i opportunity, i sesodates. YOU BORN TODAY have a 
SCORPIO • n~t ,~ natural affinity for the written 
GEMINI w .~ (Oct. 13. to Nov. 21) andspoken word. Beth artistic 
(May 21 to June 20) " "~ Business negotiations and scientific, you can suc- 
Chances are you'll pick up should be succe~/~. Visitors ceed as an author, Journalist, 
many useful items shopping from afar brisht~m UP the copywriter, lecturer, and 
today. Be on the lookout for sociid scene.' Legal maltora poet. Avoid a tendency to 
bargains in out of the way should go well scattar your energies, for your 
ShOIM. SAGITTARIUS ) ~  bedt success mines throu~ a
CANQBR ( ~  (Nov. ~J to Dec. 21) willingness to assume 
(June 91 to July ~) Work done today should lead responsibility. Though in- 
You may he4a" of a financial to positive financial results, dependent, you have the 
tip. Social life in4msy and full Make travel plans with dose ability to work with othars. A 
of mmantlc qlortunlty. Be 
yourself for best resuli& 
LEO 
Behind-the-scene career 
moves pay off. Even though 
you're iu the mood for 
privacy, lie alert for an .op 
ix~ualty to sodali~. 
ones. Accept an invitation to u 
cultural evenL 
CAPRICORN 
Hlshly pleasurable times 
for the romantically indined. 
Work proceeds monthly and 
leisure moments find you 
~ ~  con~L 
little self-forgetfulness k good 
for you. At times you're too 
concerned with your own 
importanco, though you do 
have executive talents. Bir- 
thdate of: Ian Fleming, 
author; Louis Agassiz, 
naturalist. 
@11~9 K ing F~furet  SyndlcMe, Inc. 
i . t  - -  e ,1  
,/ 
"Anyone  know where  I can f ind the gift shop?" 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN ' By Stan Lee and John Romita, 
. ' ' : . . .  . . ' . 
[ even ,v ~mLLV- ~,I~II~s r~R r~E R~,~L ATrAc~r~RS L I ~e. IT,S WAR'HE TNO O_Ngl 
~'BRAIN  ~ 'A ,M~.~ON == ' ' " " ' "  WANTS- -  IT'S. WAR CAN ~TO 
THIN IC~,2714THE ~ WETOOK BUT ' I 'HEN THE N - " E '  . l  ' 
": f i  
CATFISH . By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
l " ' 
the WIZARD OF ID 
r if 
• " F 
• ~'~ ~£~ ' I ' 
By Brant . Parker and Johnny Hart 
B.C. By Johnny Hart 
I i . - " !  A 1 . . '  
' ~" " ~" ( 5 °. ' .  ° " ' "% ' C~.  ' 
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
p 
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